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Abstract

The capability of vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication to wirelessly exchange
information on speed and location of vehicles over an ad hoc network envisions promise
substantially reducing vehicle collisions, congestion, fuel usage and pollution. V2X
communication plays a pivotal role in intelligent transport systems (ITS), with IEEE
802.11p and cellular V2X (C-V2X) being the two competing enabling technologies. This
thesis focuses on discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) based modeling of the medium
access control (MAC)-layer performance of the two enabling technologies for evalua-
tion, comparison and enhancement. Firstly, DTMC-based models for the MAC layer
operations of IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4 are developed, considering periodic
and event-driven messages. The results show that IEEE 802.11p is superior in av-
erage delay, whereas C-V2X Mode 4 excels in collision resolution, which leads to its
higher throughput. Then, the models are extended to support the parallel operation of
four multi-priority data streams, which are crucial for quality of service (QoS). Results
show that IEEE 802.11p is superior in maintaining fairness among multi-priority data
streams. It is also shown that the higher delay values in C-V2X lead to unfavorable
packet delays in the low priority streams. The thesis studies the allocation of multiple
candidate single-subframe resources (CSRs) per vehicle as a solution. It proposes a
methodology to determine the number of CSRs for each vehicle based on the number of
total vehicles, and to assign the multiple data streams for simultaneous transmission.
The numerical results highlight the achievable delay gains of the proposed approach
and its negligible impact on packet collisions.

Index terms— C-V2X Mode 4, discrete-time Markov chain, IEEE 802.11p, medium
access control, multi-priority data streams.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

According to the figures of the World Health Organization (WHO), road acci-
dents cause nearly 1.35 million deaths and between twenty to fifty million injuries
worldwide annually. This scenario is proof that prompt action should be taken
to enhance the safety of vehicle users. Vehicular communication is identified as a
measure to enhance the safety of vehicle users. The main objective of vehicular
communication is to increase safety and reduce the high cost of traffic collisions.
Apart from these main advantages, vehicular communication has several other
advantages such as reducing traffic congestion, finding the best path by evalu-
ating the real-time traffic data, analyzing traffic and pedestrian flow rates, and
increasing effective road utilization

Vehicular communication helps to increase the intelligence of a vehicle by
giving broader visibility about the road network; a concept known as the intel-
ligent transportation system (ITS). A vehicle has to communicate with different
elements in the road network, such as other vehicles, the infrastructure, the pedes-
trians, and the network to enhance its visibility. All of these communication types
are commonly termed as the vehicle to everything (V2X) communication [2–8].
The precise position and velocity data can be generated using the global posi-
tioning system (GPS) and dead-reckoning data, combined with an accurate and
detailed map. The reliability of positioning further improves with precise maps
for automated driving and sensing well-mapped fixed infrastructure objects along
the road. Each vehicle’s position and velocity data to generate and maintain the
dynamic map of its surroundings enable situational awareness and predict poten-
tial hazards. The existing sensors will be complementary to the communication
and adding redundancy. Proper safety-related V2X communication has low la-
tency, can cope with the high relative speeds between vehicles, high dynamics of
the collection of nearby vehicles involved, and can bridge a substantial distance
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1.2. MOTIVATION FOR THE THESIS

and work under non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions.
Under V2X communication, two key enabling technologies had been intro-

duced. The first commercial V2X communication technology is the IEEE 802.11p
/ dedicated short-range communication (DSRC) [9–17]. The initial version of this
standard was approved under IEEE 802.11p in 2010 [18], then included in IEEE
802.11-2012 [19], and currently superseded by IEEE 802.11-2016 [20]. The third
generation partnership project (3GPP) initializes the support for V2X communi-
cations using long-term evolution (LTE) sidelink communications and also known
as LTE-V, LTE-V2X, LTE-V2V, or cellular-V2X (C-V2X) [21–29] in Release 14
(2017) [30,31].

The medium access control (MAC) layer performance directly affects the la-
tency and reliability of V2X communication. Similarly, managing the informa-
tion exchange over the V2X communication is critical when different priority data
streams are exchanged. Therefore, studying the MAC-layer performance, the pri-
ority management among multi-priority data streams and enhancing the MAC
later performance of V2X communication technologies are of importance.

1.2 Motivation for the Thesis

• Importance of the MAC Layer Performance Modeling: The broad-
cast nature and the strict latency and reliability constraints of the packets in
V2X communication make modeling of the MAC layer performance of IEEE
802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4 crucial. These models help to understand how
the MAC layer operation affects the performance, that includes latency,
reliability and throughput of both enabling technologies. The knowledge
gained can be utilized for comparison and further enhancement of the V2X
communication technologies.

• Importance of Managing Multi-priority Data Streams: Supporting
multi-priority data streams plays a pivotal role in satisfying the stringent
QoS requirements set for V2X communications. To address this problem,
the European Telecommunications Standards Institute’s intelligent trans-
port systems operating in the 5 GHz frequency band (ETSI ITS G5) [32] has
defined four traffic classes that utilize different broadcast packets, namely,
decentralized environmental notification messages (DENM), high priority
DENM (HPD), cooperative awareness messages (CAM), and multi-hop
DENM (MHD), for V2X communication. Each packet type has its own
frequency of generation, number of repetitions, latency constraints, and a

2



INTRODUCTION

priority level. Studying the effects of multi-priority data streams is again
crucial for the V2X networks that support a multitude of services such as
safety-related messages, sensor information, and Internet sharing, creating
the necessity of maintaining different priority levels among the data streams.

• Importance of Enhancing the V2X Enabling Technologies:

The different delay and reliability constraints of the multi-priority data
streams require further enhancing the V2X enabling technologies. For ex-
ample, under ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC) [33–41],
which is a target usage scenario of 5G, the most stringent reliability re-
quirement being standardized is 99.999 % with a latency bound of 1 ms.
Enhancing V2X enabling technologies according to URLLC guidelines will
be highly beneficial to V2X communications, particularly in future releases
and the evolution of V2X in 5G and beyond.

1.3 The Focus of the Thesis

This thesis focuses on the MAC layer performance of the two enabling tech-
nologies of V2X communications, which are IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4.
Both these technologies enable the vehicles to autonomously select and manage
their resources and communicate without infrastructure support. We utilize a
discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) [42–50] based approach to model the packet
generators, queue models, and the MAC layer operations of the two technologies,
and compare their performance by evaluating performance metrics such as the
average delay, the collision probability, the channel utilization, and the through-
put.

Subsequently, we focus on the operation of multi-priority data streams in the
V2X communication. To this end, we extend the aforementioned DTMC mod-
els created for the packet generation, queues, and the MAC layer operations to
support concurrent multi-priority data streams, according to the standards. This
enables us to carry out a new performance comparison of the two technologies.

From these studies, it is shown that in the presence of multi-priority data
streams, the IEEE 802.11p outperforms C-V2X Mode 4 in terms of delay and
priority management, thanks to its enhanced distributed channel access (EDCA)
[43, 51–56] mechanism. Thus, providing a delay-wise enhancement for C-V2X
Mode 4 is vital, specifically in avoiding stale packets in the lower priority data
streams. Therefore, we focus on a mechanism to enhance the MAC layer per-
formance C-V2X Mode 4 in the presence of multi-priority data streams. To this

3



1.4. CONTRIBUTIONS AND THE OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

end, we study the possibility of enhancing the MAC-layer performance of C-V2X
Mode 4 by allowing vehicles to use multiple candidate single-subframe resources
(CSRs). For this, we modify the DTMC models to support multiple CSRs at
each vehicle, and carryout a performance comparison.

1.4 Contributions and the Outline of the Thesis

Firstly, we discuss the fundamentals and background information in Chapter
2. This chapter presents V2X communication for ITS by explaining the ITS
protocol stack and V2X communications applications based on the two enabling
technologies. The MAC layer operation of each technology is presented, and
then we briefly discuss the theory behind DTMCs. We conclude the chapter by
presenting the related works for this thesis. The main contributions of this thesis
are presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Firstly, Chapter 3 presents a comparison of the MAC-layer performance of the
two enabling technologies by utilizing DTMC-based analytical models. The com-
plete Markov model presented in this chapter consists of a DTMC each for the
MAC layer operations of the two competing technologies, two DTMCs to model
the generation of CAM and DENM packets, and a queuing model to represent
a device-level packet queue. We obtain closed-form expressions for the steady-
state probabilities of the DTMCs, which are then used to derive expressions for
key performance metrics such as the average delay, the collision probability, and
the channel utilization of a vehicular network. We present an application of the
models to provide further insights and comparisons of the derived performance
indicators through numerical evaluations. In particular, we show that C-V2X
Mode 4 exhibits a lower collision probability compared to IEEE 802.11p, but
IEEE 802.11p maintains a lower average delay compared to C-V2X Mode 4. Fi-
nally, the design insights on how the MAC layer performance of both technologies
can be improved are presented. These insights can be utilized for future releases
and evolution of the new radio V2X (NR-V2X) and IEEE 802.11bd [57,58].

Chapter 4 presents the effect of four parallel multi-priority data streams,
namely HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD, on the MAC layer performance of the
two enabling technologies. Firstly, we model the generation of the four multi-
priority data packets by utilizing four DTMCs. The separate DTMCs provide
us the flexibility of altering the traffic arrival patterns of the individual packet
types, and create a more realistic V2X communication scenario compared to the
simpler models with predefined traffic rates found in the literature [59], [60]. We
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use four more DTMCs to model the device-level packet queues of the generated
packet types, and each generator model is appropriately coupled with its queue
model. We then model the MAC layer operations of each V2X enabling technol-
ogy using DTMCs. These models are appropriately coupled with the generator
and queue models while taking priority levels among data streams into consider-
ation. The priority management makes this approach significantly different from
Chapter 3, in terms of the overall models, the results, and the drawn insights.
Since Chapter 3 neglects the priority levels of the packets, the generated packets
are transmitted in the order of generation. We then present an application of the
models. We first highlight the importance of considering all four parallel data
streams when studying the MAC layer performance of the two technologies, by
comparing them with a scenario where only one subset of the packet types is
utilized for communication. We compare the two technologies using the derived
performance measures while providing insights on the synchronous operation of
multi-priority data streams. In particular, IEEE 802.11p is superior in terms
of average delay but exhibits a higher number of collisions than C-V2X Mode
4. Also, it can be seen that IEEE 802.11p treats multi-priority data streams
more fairly than its counterpart, thanks to its inbuilt EDCA mechanism. Finally,
the numerical evaluations are used to draw insights on how the performance of
each technology can be enhanced in the presence of parallel multi-priority data
streams. We also present comparisons with similar results obtained according to
the models in Chapter 3 to highlight the significance of priority management in
the MAC layer performance.

Chapter 5 presents the proposed modifications for the MAC layer operations
of C-V2X Mode 4. We use the DTMC-based overall model in Chapter 4 con-
sisting of multi-priority data streams for this analysis. Since there is no special
mechanism for priority management, C-V2X Mode 4 faces the risk of encounter-
ing stale packets in the low priority queues. We propose allowing a vehicle to use
multiple radio resources to address this problem. In this approach, we identify
two fundamental problems; i.e., how many radio resources should be allocated to
each vehicle based on the number of vehicles in the system and how to distribute
the multi-priority data streams among those radio resources. We propose an al-
gorithm for performance enhancement by answering those two questions. From
the results, we can observe that using multiple radio resources can significantly
reduce the average delay of the low priority data streams, alleviating the issue of
stale packets. Chapter 6 presents conclusions and potential future work.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

2.1 V2X Communications for ITS

ITS can be considered a combination of the transportation systems and infor-
mation communication technology (ICT). They integrate advanced sensors, com-
puters, electronics, communication technologies, and management strategies to
achieve safety and efficiency in vehicular networks. The reference protocol stack
of an ITS station (Figure 2.1) specified in [61] follows the international organiza-
tion of standardization – open system interconnection (ISO-OSI) reference model
and defines four horizontal and two vertical protocol layers. The four horizontal
layers from the bottom to the top of the reference model are the access layer, the
network and transport layer, the facilities layer, and the application layer.

ITS access technologies cover various communication media and related pro-
tocols for physical and MAC layers. The access technologies are used in two
ways, i.e., within the ITS station communication (among ITS station’s internal
components) and between the ITS stations’ communications. The network and
transport layer contains data communication protocols among ITS stations and
ITS station to the core network (for example, the internet). The network proto-
cols carry information related to routing data between the communicating nodes.
ITS transport layer protocols are responsible for the end-to-end data delivery.
The additional services, i.e., reliable data transfer, flow control, and congestion
avoidance are operated by the transport layer protocols based on the application
requirement and facilities of the ITS station. The IPv6 portion of the network
and transport layer provide the transmission of IPv6 packets over ITS network
protocols, dynamic selection of ITS access technologies, and handover and inter-
operability between IPv6 and IPv4. The ITS facilities layer protocols provide its
services to ITS applications. The facilities layer services include data structuring,
aggregation, maintaining the data of different sources, addressing, and message
handling. The application layer is responsible for handling the ITS application
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Figure 2.1: ITS protocol stack of an ITS station.

as similar to the OSI model.
The ITS management and security are the two vertical protocol entities. ITS

management entity handles the configuration of an ITS station and the communi-
cation between different layers (cross-layer communication). ITS security entity
protocols manage the security and privacy between the ITS stations communi-
cation. It provides secure messaging between the communication stack layers,
manages identities and credentials within ITS stations, and handles secure plat-
forms such as security gateways and firewalls.

Next, we introduce applications of V2X communications [62–66] and the two
key enabling technologies of V2X communication together with their protocol
stacks and operations.

2.2 V2X Communication Applications

A significant improvement in the wireless communication for ITS applications for
road transportation can be observed in the last decade. Vehicle to vehicle (V2V),
vehicle to infrastructure (V2I), vehicle to pedestrian (V2P), vehicle to the network
(V2N) are expected to bring important benefits in terms of safety, granular traffic
management, reduced congestion, and fuel savings. These communication modes
are compiled in the term V2X communication, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.

The V2X communication requirements are drafted by considering large sets of
ITS use case scenarios [67]. The difference between the safety and non-safety ap-
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Figure 2.2: V2X communication network.

plications are clearly defined. The communication requirement benchmark is set
by focusing on safety applications in terms of maximum latency, reliability, and
information exchange frequency. Many safety-related use cases aim to avoid colli-
sions between vehicles and vulnerable road users such as cyclists and pedestrians.
Safety applications aim to minimize the collision between vehicles and vulnerable
road users such as cyclists and pedestrians. Some examples include a vehicle
reaching a junction or a blind bend, weakened visibility under foggy conditions,
and cyclist or pedestrian crossings. Information gathered from sensors such as
radar, camera, and lidar can be utilized to identify specific hazardous scenarios.
However, continuous and event-triggered information exchanging and processing
can significantly increase the visibility of vehicles in all kinds of weather condi-
tions and visible range. Next, we present the two key enabaling technologies for
V2X communications.
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2.3 Communication Technologies for V2X

2.3.1 IEEE 802.11p

IEEE 802.11p is a reformation of the IEEE 802.11 standard to include wireless ac-
cess in vehicular environments (WAVE). IEEE 802.11p is the IEEE standard used
by V2X applications in the 5.9 GHz (5.85-5.925 GHz) band. The United States
department of transportation’s DSRC and the European standard for vehicu-
lar communication known as ETSI ITS-G5 are also based on the IEEE 802.11p
standard.

Since we are constantly moving towards intelligent vehicles, providing for fast
and reliable communication is vital in V2X, not only for increased services, but
also for the safety concerns. Failure to communicate important information can be
fatal in high-speed vehicle movements. IEEE 802.11p mainly aims to provide such
information and has become an international standard communication protocol
for WAVE.

V2X communication requires a reliable connection with low latency since the
communication link between vehicles, pedestrians, and roadside infrastructure
will mainly exist for short intervals, which means there will not be sufficient time
to perform the usual authentication procedures. The principal modification in
IEEE 802.11p compared to IEEE 802.11 is the reduction of MAC layer overhead
for establishing communications between vehicles. A beacon is used to distribute
the required information and offered services to establish a connection between
vehicles, which excludes the authentication process.

The protocol stack for the IEEE 802.11p standard is shown in Figure 2.3.
This follows the reference protocol stack of the ITS station. The application
layer supports for both safety and non-safety protocols. Messages/facilities and
network and transport layers provide protocols to support the same purposes
described in the ITS protocol stack. Security is handled by the family of IEEE
1609 standard. The access layer contains the IEEE 802.11p MAC and PHY
sub-layer protocols and services.

2.3.2 Cellular-Vehicle to Everything

The 3GPP introduced its initial version of V2X enabling technology in Release
14 in 2017 as a competitor to IEEE 802.11p. This standard is commonly referred
to as LTE-V, LTE-V2X, or C-V2X.

Through ETSI and IEEE, the automotive industry has conducted considerable
work defining the applications, the message or facilities, security services, and
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Figure 2.3: IEEE 802.11p protocol stack.

the network and transport layers. C-V2X reuses all of the existing standards
in these layers and only replaces the PHY and the MAC (commonly called the
access layers) from 3GPP to provide the end-to-end solution. The C-V2X station
protocol stack is shown in Figure 2.4.

The physical layer of C-V2X deploys the single-carrier frequency-division mul-
tiple access (SC-FDMA) as the access technology with 10 and 20 MHz channels.
The channel is partitioned into subframes in the time domain and subchannels
in the frequency domain. A subframe represents the transmission time interval
(TTI) of 1 ms. The smallest unit of channel resources assigned to a node is named
a resource block (RB). An RB represents 180 kHz in the frequency domain and
a slot time (half of a subframe) in the time domain. The subchannel in C-V2X
represents a group of RBs within a subframe, and the RB count in a subchannel
can vary. Data and signaling information are transmitted in the transmit blocks
(TBs) and sidelink control information (SCI), respectively. A whole packet e.g.,
a CAM is transmitted over the TB with its associated SCI, which includes infor-
mation such as the RBs it utilizes, modulation and coding scheme, and resource
reservation interval related to the semi-persistent scheduling algorithm (SPS) in
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Figure 2.4: C-V2X protocol stack.

the MAC layer. The accuracy of the SCI information is crucial to decode the TB
accurately by neighboring vehicles.

C-V2X includes two radio-interfaces, namely PC5, and the cellular interface
(Uu) that support vehicle-to-infrastructure and V2V communications, respec-
tively. In 3GPP Release 12, device-to-device (D2D) communication was intro-
duced for public safety applications, including two modes: Mode 1 and Mode
2 [68]. The main aim of these modes was to extend the battery life of a node by
sacrificing the latency. Since V2X communication demands high reliability and
low-latency, Mode 1 and 2 were not deemed suitable for handling V2X commu-
nication.

In 3GPP Release 14, two novel communication modes namely Modes 3 and
4 are introduced explicitly for V2V communications, as shown in Figure 2.5. In
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Figure 2.5: C-V2X Mode 4 vs Mode 3.

C-V2X Mode 3, V2V communication radio resource allocation and management
are handled by the base station. Conversely, in C-V2X Mode 4, vehicles by
themselves select the radio resources thanks to the SPS algorithm. In other
words, C-V2X Mode 4 can operate without cellular coverage. Therefore, C-V2X
Mode 4 is considered the baseline V2V communication mode since the safety
applications cannot depend on cellular coverage availability. C-V2X Mode 4
provides a non-centralized/distributed scheduling scheme by allowing vehicles to
select radio resources. Figure 2.6 illustrates how the emergency electronic brake
light (EEBL) warning is transmitted from the initiated vehicle to another vehicle
and network infrastructure through the protocol stack and the air interface.

2.4 MAC Layer Operation of V2X Communication Technologies

In this section, the MAC layer operation of each V2X enabling technology is de-
scried in detail. The MAC layer operation of IEEE 802.11p uses a contention
based mechanism called carrier sense multiple access/ collision avoidance mech-
anism (CSMA/CA). In this thesis, we focus on the C-V2X Mode 4 MAC layer
operation as it shows similar connectivity to IEEE 802.11p, as they can directly
connect between vehicles without the help of network infrastructure. The MAC
layer operation of C-V2X Mode 4 is based on the SPS algorithm which uses a
distributed scheduling mechanism to select radio resources for communication.
We start by explaining the MAC layer operation of IEEE 802.11p.
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Figure 2.6: An illustration of the communication for a V2X application.

2.4.1 MAC Layer Operation of IEEE 802.11p

The primary medium access control mechanisms used in IEEE 802.11p are CSMA
/CA, backoff (BO), and the EDCA mechanism. A node using the well-known
CSMA/CA mechanism senses the medium before it transmits a packet, and if
the channel is idle, it transmits the whole packet. However, if the channel is not
idle, the node initiates a random backoff counter and tries to sense the channel
at the end of the backoff time duration. The CA is utilized to enhance the
performance of the CSMA method by attempting to share the channel equally
among the competitors within the collision domain. In CSMA/CA mechanism,
one common problem is the hidden node problem, in which the target node does
not detect another nodes’ transmission. Different factors can be the cause of
this problem; receiver sensitivity, transmit power, and distance between nodes
are a few of them. The request to send/clear to send (RTS/CTS) mechanism
is one solution for the hidden terminal problem. However, IEEE 802.11p does
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Figure 2.7: Simplified algorithm of CSMA/CA.

not use that option since the RTS/CTS mechanism adds more overhead to V2X
communication. A simplified algorithm of the CSMA/CA mechanism is shown
in Figure 2.7.

IEEE 802.11p MAC layer enhances its ability to support the quality of service
(QoS) by deploying the EDCA mechanism. Different priority packets are assigned
to different access category (AC) queues in the MAC layer based on their priority
level. In this thesis, we consider the four ACs namely, voice (ACvo), video (ACvi),
best-effort (ACbe), and background (ACbk). The different types of packets with
various QoS requirements are assigned to those ACs. The packet has to wait an
arbitrary inter-frame space (AIFS) time before entering into the backoff process.
Each backoff stage packet has to wait a random amount of time, depending on
the contention window (CW) size and the channel state before it transmits. The
AIFS values in each AC are set based on the standard [1]. The logic behind
allocating time for AIFS is allocating longer AIFS duration for the lower priority
packets and vice-versa. Similarly, smaller CW sizes are assigned for the higher
priority ACs, and large CW sizes are allocated for the lower priority ACs. The
assignment of AIFS and CW values with ACs are shown in Table. 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Parameter values for different ACs [1]

AC CW AIFS (ms)
ACvo 3 58
ACvi 7 71
ACbe 15 110
ACbk 15 149

2.4.2 The MAC layer Operation of C-V2X Mode 4

The MAC layer process of C-V2X Mode 4 is significantly different from the IEEE
802.11p, and it uses a distributed scheduling mechanism called a sensing-based
SPS algorithm. In this algorithm, the target vehicle learns the radio resource
usage of neighboring vehicles in its vicinity and randomly selects a radio resource
from the most feasible radio resource list in the selection window. The selection
window is the time window that initiates at the time of the generation of a packet.
The target vehicle identifies all possible radio resources that can be reserved for
the transmission from the selection window as shown in Figure 2.8.

In the sensing process, the target vehicle looks back for the previous 1000
ms period, and it studies the usage of radio resources of the neighboring vehi-
cles in its vicinity using the SCI. When the vehicle is going to select the radio
resource for transmitting its next available packet, it makes sure that it avoids
the radio resources that may be used by neighboring vehicles that creates packet
collisions. Parallelly, during the scanning period of 1000 ms, the target vehicle
transmits using the radio resources. The vehicle cannot listen to this resource
due to half-duplex transmission in the wireless medium. Therefore, the target ve-
hicle excludes all the radio resources it uses during the previous 1000 ms period.
After excluding all these radio resources, which might cause collisions, the target
vehicle randomly selects the radio resource from the rest of the radio resources in
the selection window.

After selecting a radio resource, a vehicle reuses it for resource counter (RC)
times. The resource counter is a parameter uniform and randomly selected from
a window set by the standard [31], which varies on the selection window size. At
each transmission opportunity, the RC is reduced by one, and when it reaches
one, a new radio resource is selected with 1�p probability and keeps the old radio
resource with the p probability as shown in Figure 2.8. The main objective of
this MAC layer operation is to empower the vehicle to select the radio resource to
transmit its data with minimum collision probability, being independent from the
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Figure 2.8: Reselection process in the SPS algorithm.

cellular network. The detailed description of the MAC layer operation of C-V2X
Mode 4 is presented in Chapter 3.

2.5 Markov Modeling

Markov chain [69] models consist of two types which are DTMCs and continuous
time Markov chains (CTMCs). A typical random process X where {Xt : t 2 T} of
random variables index by elements of set T . When T = {0, 1, 2, . . . }, we consider
the DTMC and, alternatively, for T = [0,1) consider as the CTMC [70].

In this thesis, DTMCs are utilized for the modeling. DTMC-based modeling
facilitates improved granularity in the models. This enables us to precisely model
the MAC layer operations in discrete time. The memoryless property in DTMCs
makes the analysis mathematically tractable. Next, we discuss some important
properties of DTMCs.
Memorylessness: Let {X0, X1, . . . } be a sequence of random variables which
take values in some countable set S, called the state space. We assume that
each Xn is a discrete random variable which takes one of N possible values,
where N = |S|. The process X is a discrete time Markov chain if it satisfies the
memoryless property:

P [Xn+1 = xn+1|X0 = x0, ..., Xn = xn] = P [Xn+1 = xn+1|Xn = xn],

for all n � 1 and all x0, x1, ..., xn+1 2 S.
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Interpreting n as the ‘present’ and n + 1 as a ‘future’ moment of time, we can
rephrase the memoryless property as “given the present value of a Markov chain,
its future behaviour does not depend on the past” [70].
Irreducible: Two states communicate (i $ j) if they can access each other. If
two states communicate, they are in the same class. A Markov chain is irreducible
if it has only one class.
Recurrence/Transience: A state i is said to be transient if, given that Markov
chain starts in state i, there is a non-zero probability that it will never return
to i. Let f

(n)
ii

be the probability that we return to state i for the first time after
n steps. State i is transient if

P1
n=1 f

(n)
ii

< 1. State i is recurrent if it is not
transient. Recurrent states are guaranteed to have a finite re-visit time. The
mean recurrence time at state i is given by Mi =

P1
n=1 n.f

(n)
ii

. State i is positive
recurrent if Mi < 1; otherwise, state i is null recurrent. A finite state-space
irreducible Markov chain is positive recurrent [70].
Periodic/Aperiodic: State i is periodic with period k > 1 if k is the smallest
number such that all paths leading from state i back to state i have a length
which is a multiple of k. If the returning to a recurrent state happens at irregular
times, it is called aperiodic. A Markov chain is ergodic if it is positive recurrent
and aperiodic.
Homogeneous: A Markov chain X is named homogeneous [70] if

P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) = P (X1 = j|X0 = i) 8i, j, n

Let P
n

ij
denote the transition probability from state i to state j at time n. One

step transition probability can be expressed as

Pij = P (Xn+1 = j|Xn = i) = P (X1 = j|X0 = i),

and the k-step transition probability can be expressed as

P
k

ij
= P (Xn+k = j|Xn = i) = P (Xk = j|X0 = i).

A stationary distribution ⇡ is a (row) vector, whose entries are non-negative
and sum to 1, and is unchanged by the operation of the transition matrix P
on it. That is ⇡ P= ⇡, where P denotes the transition matrix. An irreducible
chain has a stationary distribution if and only if all of its states are positive
recurrent. If a Markov chain is time homogeneous, irreducible, aperiodic, and
it has a stationary distribution {⇡i}i2S, then limn!1 P

n

ij
= ⇡j, 8j 2 S. It holds
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Figure 2.9: A DTMC example.

the property,
P1

j=0 ⇡j = 1. For an example scenario, Figure 2.9 illustrates a two
states DTMC. Therefore, by solving the (2.1) and (2.2) we can calculate the
steady-state probabilities of the states ⇡0 and ⇡1.

[⇡0, ⇡1]

"
3/4 1/4

4/5 1/5

#
= [⇡0, ⇡1] (2.1)

⇡0 + ⇡1 = 1 (2.2)

⇡0 = 0.762, ⇡1 = 0.238

2.6 Literature Review

Some of the literature associated with enabling technologies of V2X communica-
tion has already been introduced and discussed in Chapter 1 and the previous
sections of this chapter. To summarize, the first commercial V2X communica-
tion technology is IEEE 802.11p/DSRC and the initial version of this standard
was approved under IEEE 802.11p in 2010 [18], and was then included in IEEE
802.11p-2012 [19], which is currently superseded by IEEE.11-2016 [20]. As an
alternative, 3GPP initiated C-V2X in Release 14 [30, 31] with two modes, i.e.,
Mode 3 and Mode 4. In this research, we study the standards related to the IEEE
802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4.

Since IEEE 802.11p was introduced in 2010, a considerable number of research
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works have been done to analyze its MAC layer performance. In [71], the authors
investigate the performance of IEEE 802.11p by proposing a novel mathematical
model based on queuing theory and stochastic geometry. The authors in [72]
present a multidimensional Markov chain model that models the deferring period,
allowing them to solve for the broadcast scheme of 802.11p systems accurately.
In [73] the authors propose a Markov chain-based analytical model that depicts a
representation of the IEEE 802.11p MAC layer and considers both saturated and
unsaturated traffic conditions. Even though analytical models already exist [73],
they do not have the modeling granularity of aSlotT ime, which is the smallest
unit in IEEE 802.11p standard.

Performance analysis of C-V2X Mode 4 has become an active research area
recently. The related works can be mainly categorized as simulation [22, 74]
and analytical modeling based [75–77] studies. The authors of [22] present the
first open-source simulator for C-V2X Mode 4, utilizing the NS3 software, and
study the performance of the technology. A similar study using the VEINS open-
source framework is presented in [74]. The first analytical model for the MAC
layer operations of C-V2X Mode 4 is proposed in [75]. They consider a PHY
layer model to capture the effect of distance between the vehicles, and the MAC
layer operation is handled by the SPS algorithm [31]. The authors then obtain
analytical expressions for several performance measures at the MAC layer as a
function of the distance between the communicating nodes. In [76], the authors
compare the MAC layer performance of C-V2X Mode 4 with IEEE 802.11p for the
transmission of periodic and aperiodic messages, having both fixed and variable
sizes. The authors in [77] propose an enhancement to the SPS algorithm in order
to reduce the wireless blind spot duration. The proposed method demonstrates
the benefits against the legacy mode, both analytically in a simplified scenario
and through simulations in a highway environment.

In the context of studying MAC layer performance, generating packets is
another crucial aspect. To achieve this, the authors of [75] use a packet generator
with a constant packet arrival rate, producing packets with similar traits to CAM.
On the other hand, the authors of [73] use a straightforward Bernoulli process
for their random packet generator to simulate event-driven packet generation
like DENM. However, this generator overlooks periodic traffic like CAM and the
repeated transmission of DENM packets for enhanced reliability, as mentioned
in [78].

Then, we consider modeling the MAC layer performance of the two enabling
technologies with multi-priority data streams in operation. Several research works
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that focus on the MAC layer performance of IEEE 802.11p in the presence of par-
allel multi-priority data streams can be identified in the literature [59,60,79–81].
The initial work on the MAC layer performance modeling of the IEEE 802.11p
EDCA mechanism has considered only a selective subset of the four ACs [79–81].
Subsequently, the authors of [59] and [60] considered the parallel operation of all
four ACs in their DTMC-based modeling, and can be considered to be closely
related to our work. Our model firstly improves the slight inconsistencies of [59]
and [60] with the standard, in terms of broadcast traffic. The increased gran-
ularity makes our model more complex, but in turn, more accurate compared
to [59] and [60]. We precisely model the waiting times of different ACs before
resuming channel contention, enabling us to correctly capture the effects of pri-
oritization among the ACs, which are not done in [59] and [60]. An AC bearing a
higher priority can initiate transmission during the long waiting period of an AC
with lower priority. Transmission delays are also calculated more accurately than
in [59] and [60] by taking the payload size into account. However, there is no
separate mechanism to handle the multi-priority data streams in C-V2X Mode 4
MAC layer operation, we use the same model we have initially developed. The
priority management is achieved by giving preference to higher priority packets,
upon a transmission opportunity implemented in the queue models.

Finally, we study the different approaches on enhancing the C-V2X Mode 4
MAC layer performance. In [82] the authors propose a nonlinear power averaging
phase, where the most up–to–date measurements are assigned higher priority via
weighting. This shows performance enhancement compared to the linear average
of the perceived power intensities on each of the subchannels during a monitoring
window, according to 3GPP. The study in [74] analyzes the optimum configu-
ration of the parameters that mostly influence the operation and performance
of C-V2X Mode 4. This study has shown the operating conditions for which
increasing the probability of using the previous radio resource can improve the
performance, while some enhancements can be obtained using an exponential
sensing window sizes under high channel load levels. A comprehensive analysis of
the impact of variations in the transmit power of the vehicle on the performance
of sensing-based SPS for C-V2X Mode 4 in various traffic scenarios is presented
in [83].

More related works have been discussed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
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Chapter 3

DTMC BASED COMPARISON OF THE MAC LAYER
PERFORMANCE OF C-V2X MODE 4 and IEEE 802.11P

V2V communication plays a pivotal role in intelligent transport systems (ITS)
with C-V2X and IEEE 802.11p being the two competing enabling technologies.
This chapter presents multi-dimensional discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC)
based models to study the MAC layer performance of the IEEE 802.11p stan-
dard and C-V2X Mode 4, considering periodic CAM and event-driven DENMs.
Closed-form solutions for the models’ steady-state probabilities are obtained, which
are then utilized to derive expressions for several key performance metrics. Nu-
merical results are provided to draw insights on the performance. In particular,
a performance comparison between IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4 in terms
of the average delay, the collision probability, and the channel utilization is pre-
sented. The results show that IEEE 802.11p is superior in terms of average delay,
whereas C-V2X Mode 4 excels in collision resolution. The chapter also includes
design insights on possible future MAC layer performance enhancements of both
standards.

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Background and motivation

V2X communication is envisioned to be a major technological advancement that
shapes our future mobility and quality of life. Vehicular networks primarily de-
pend on V2X communications in enabling an active safety environment. To this
end, IEEE 802.11p/DSRC is known to be the first commercial V2X communica-
tion technology. The first WiFi-based standard specifically designed for vehicular
communications was approved under IEEE 802.11p in 2010 [18], later included in
IEEE 802.11-2012 [19], and now superseded by IEEE 802.11-2016 [20]. The ETSI
ITS-G5 [1,32,84,85] subsequently has been approved as the European version of
the IEEE 802.11p standard.
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As an alternative to IEEE 802.11p, the 3GPP included support for V2X
communications using LTE sidelink communications, a.k.a., LTE-V, LTE-V2X,
LTE-V2V, or Cellular-V2X (C-V2X). The LTE sidelink was introduced for pub-
lic safety D2D communications in Release 12 as Mode 1 and Mode 2. Release
14 introduced Mode 3 and Mode 4, specifically designed for V2X communica-
tions [30, 86]. Mode 3 enables direct communication between two vehicles, but
the selection and management of the radio resources are taken care by the cellular
infrastructure. C-V2X Mode 4 on the other hand has many operational similari-
ties with 802.11p. Both technologies facilitate the vehicles to autonomously select
and manage their resources and communicate without any infrastructure support.
In this chapter, we focus on ETSI ITS-G5 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4.

Vehicular communication mainly consists of an exchange of small broadcast
packets with critical latency and reliability constraints. To this end, CAM and
DENM are two types of broadcast packets used by both IEEE 802.11p and C-
V2X Mode 4 in enabling effective communication and ensuring safety. Infor-
mation related to cooperative awareness, such as position, dynamics, and at-
tributes, is packed in the periodically transmitted CAM packets [84]. On the other
hand, DENM are event-driven messages, triggered by random events such as sud-
den human-initiated disturbances to the vehicle’s pattern of motion, (e.g., lane
changing, signal violation, emergency braking, road-works), and events caused
by weather or nature [85]. The broadcast nature, and the strict latency and
reliability constraints of the packets make the MAC layer performance of these
technologies crucial, which triggered our motivation for this study.

The MAC layer operations of the two competing technologies are significantly
different from one another. The multiple access technique in IEEE 802.11p is
a version of the well-known CSMA/CA. The contention-based protocol requires
a vehicle to sense the medium and check if it is idle before transmitting. A
mechanism based on random backoff is executed to reduce the probability of
collisions. On the other hand, C-V2X Mode 4 utilizes a distributed sensing-based
scheduling protocol called semi-persistent scheduling [31]. Vehicles sense and
keep track of the previous transmissions of all neighboring vehicles to estimate
free resources and pick a free resource for transmission to avoid packet collisions.
This work primarily focuses on analytically modeling the MAC layer protocols of
C-V2X Mode 4 and IEEE 802.11p by utilizing DTMCs.
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3.1.2 Related works

Several works have recently discussed the two technologies from various perspec-
tives, mainly focusing on the physical (PHY) layer, with some providing perfor-
mance comparisons as well [68, 87–94]. The MAC layer performance has been
studied in [73, 75, 95, 96]. The first analytical model for the MAC layer perfor-
mance of C-V2X Mode 4 is proposed in [75]. The chapter considers a PHY layer
model to capture the effect of the distance between a transmitting node and a
receiving node, and the SPS algorithm for resource allocation. The authors then
obtain analytical expressions for key MAC layer performance metrics as a func-
tion of the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The first DTMC
based analytical model for C-V2X Mode 4 is presented by the authors in [96].

In addition to the model for C-V2X Mode 4 presented in [96], this chapter
also presents a DTMC based analytical model for the MAC layer operations of
IEEE 802.11p, which facilitates a comparison of these two technologies. The
proposed model in this work improves the DTMC for IEEE 802.11p presented
in [73] along multiple facets. The main novelty is the higher modeling granularity
(resolution). The improved modeling granularity allows us to study the whole
protocol operation at the aSlotT ime level, which is the smallest time unit of
13 µs defined in the standard. The representation also in turn leads to a fair
comparison with our model for C-V2X Mode 4, that can be studied at the smallest
time unit in its standard, called the subframe (1 ms). Additionally, the model
in our chapter, captures the effect of the arbitration inter-frame spacing (AIFS)
duration, which is an important parameter used in IEEE 802.11p when dealing
with multi-priority data streams. Thus, the model in this chapter is significantly
different from the one in [73].

Modeling the packet generation is another important aspect of a study on
MAC layer performance. To this end, [75] utilizes a packet generator with a fixed
inter-arrival rate, generating packets with similar characteristics to CAM. The
authors of [73] utilize a simple Bernoulli process for the random packet generator
to model event-driven packet generation such as DENM. However, such a gener-
ator omits periodic traffic such as CAM, and also the periodic re-transmission of
DENM packets, which is done for added reliability [78]. Another novel aspect of
our work is implementing separate DTMC models for CAM (synchronous) and
DENM (asynchronous) packet generation, intending to create a more realistic
V2X communication environment. With these novel traffic generators, the sys-
tem can be modeled for more complex and realistic traffic arrival patterns than
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the packet generators found in the literature.

3.1.3 Contributions

The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

• Analytical modeling: We provide detailed modeling of the MAC layer
protocols of C-V2X Mode 4 and ETSI ITS-G5 IEEE 802.11p by utilizing
DTMCs. The complete Markov model consists of a DTMC each for the
MAC layer operations of the two competing technologies, two DTMCs to
model the generation of CAM and DENM packets, and a queue model to
represent a device level packet queue.

• Derivation of performance metrics: We obtain closed-form expressions
for the steady-state probabilities of the DTMCs, which are then used to
derive expressions for key performance metrics such as the average delay,
the collision probability, and the channel utilization of a vehicular network.

• Numerical comparison of performance: We present an application
of the models to provide further insights and comparisons on the derived
performance indicators through numerical evaluations. In particular, we
show that C-V2X Mode 4 exhibits a lower collision probability compared to
IEEE 802.11p, but IEEE 802.11p maintains a lower average delay compared
to C-V2X Mode 4.

• Design insights for performance enhancement: Design insights on
how the MAC layer performance of both technologies can be improved are
presented. These insights can be utilized for future releases and evolution
into new radio V2X (NR-V2X) and IEEE 802.11bd [57,58].

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The analytical models
and the steady-state solutions are presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively.
Section 3.4 consists of the performance analysis. The numerical results and dis-
cussion follow in Section 3.5, and Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.

3.2 Analytical Models

This section presents five DTMCs that are dependent on each other. Firstly, we
use two DTMCs to model the generation of CAM and DENM packets. We refer
to them as packet generators. The third DTMC models the device level packet
queue of a vehicle that consists of the generated CAM and DENM packets. The
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Figure 3.1: Flowchart illustrating the total model and the dependence among the
individual DTMCs.

remaining two DTMCs model the MAC layer operations of C-V2X Mode 4 and
ETSI ITS-G5 IEEE 802.11p, respectively. A holistic view of the overall model
that consists of these DTMCs is illustrated in Figure 3.1, while also showing how
they are interrelated. The parameters that lead to the dependence among the
DTMCs will be formally introduced later in the section, while presenting the
individual DTMCs.

All DTMCs ensure that there is a sequence of transitions of non-zero probabil-
ity from any state to another (irreducible), and that the states are not partitioned
into sets such that all state transitions occur cyclically from one set to another
(aperiodic). Thus, the DTMCs are ergodic, and hence, a steady-state distribution
exists [97]. The models are based on non-saturation conditions with regards to
transmission, i.e., they consider situations when there are no packets to transmit
as well, making them more realistic compared to models that assume continuous
transmission of packets (saturation conditions). However, the models do not ac-
count for a real received power based sensing mechanism. Thus the impact of
relative distance, exposed and hidden terminals, are omitted in this study.

3.2.1 Packet generator and queue models

The generator models of CAM and DENM share significant similarities. There-
fore, we use a single figure (Figure 3.2) to illustrate the DTMCs of the two genera-
tor models. The solid lines (black) are used to represent the states and transitions
common to the state spaces of both models, and the states and transitions unique
to the generation of a particular type of packet are differentiated using line styles
and colors. The periodic CAM packet generation is modeled using a fixed inter-
arrival time model, where the inter-arrival time TC is set between 100 ms and
1000 ms according to the standard [84]. DENM, on the other hand, are random
event-driven messages that are not periodic. Thus, an additional idle state (Idle)

is included in the DENM generator to capture the periods with no DENM packet
generation. Furthermore, DENM are generated on the observation of random
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Figure 3.2: DTMC models for CAM and DENM packet generation, where the
line styles are used to differentiate the two models.

events, thus the packet generation is random. Using a Poisson arrival process for
such random packet generation is common in the literature on queuing theory
(e.g., the arrival of calls at an exchange), and the same has been implemented
in [98] for DENM packets. Therefore, we model the triggered arrivals of DENM
packets using a Poisson process of intensity � packet/s, by assuming that the
triggering events are independent of each other and do not occur simultaneously.
Thus, the probability of at least one DENM packet trigger during T̃ s is given
by 1� e

��T̃ . Due to its critical nature, a DENM packet is repeated K times at a
fixed period of TD, for added reliability [78]. This means, the DENM generator
captures two distinct packet types: a Poisson based triggered generation referred
to as trigger and subsequent fixed-period repeat packet generations referred to
as repetition. The trigger occurs only once per DENM event, and the repetition
occurs K � 1 times following a trigger, periodically, similar to CAM. Due to this
reason, the CAM generation and the DENM repetition are modeled using the
common states. Moreover, according to the standard [85], the originator vehicle
has the liberty of setting TD.

The packet generation is represented using states (i, 0), i 2 {tx, tx0}. tx and
tx

0 is used to differentiate between the transmit status of the previously gener-
ated packet, i.e., whether it has been transmitted, or not, respectively. A packet
generation is followed by a wait of Tl ms, l 2 {C,D}, until the next packet
generation. The waiting time is represented by states (i, j), i 2 {tx, tx0} and
j 2 [0, Tl � 1], with a modeling granularity of 1 ms for C-V2X Mode 4, referred
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Figure 3.3: DTMC model for the common packet queue of length M consisting
of the generated CAM and DENM packets.

to as a subframe, and 13 µs for IEEE 802.11p, referred to as aSlotT ime. If a
transmission opportunity is not available upon generation, it waits for an oppor-
tunity, represented by states (tx0

, j), j 2 [1, Tl � 1]. A successful transmission
results in a state transition from (tx0

, j) to (tx, j � 1), j 2 [1, Tl � 1]. P
v2x
t

and
P

11p
t denote the probability of transmitting a packet in C-V2X Mode 4 and IEEE

802.11p, respectively, and these probability values link the generators with the
DTMCs modeling the MAC layer operations as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.3 illustrates the DTMC that models the device level packet queue
per vehicle, consisting of the generated CAM and DENM packets. State (i),
i 2 [0,M ], represents a queue length of i, where M is the maximum length of
the queue. It is not hard to see that the state transitions of this DTMC depend
on the packet generation and transmission. Thus, the transition probabilities of
the queue model are directly related to the packet generators, as shown in Figure
3.1. A transmission of a packet may either lead to maintaining the current state
(i) or a state transition from (i) to (i� 1), for i 2 [1,M ], depending on whether
a new packet has been generated concurrently, or not, respectively. Similarly,
not being able to transmit a generated packet (i.e., traversing through states
(tx0

, j), j 2 [0, Tl � 1], in Figure 3.2 without a transmission opportunity), leads
to a state transition from (i) to (i + 1), for i 2 [0,M � 1]. Let Pqe denote
the probability of the queue being empty, Pqne = 1 � Pqe, and Parr denote the
conditional probability of a new packet arrival given the queue is empty. Pqe and
Parr link the queue model and the packet generators with the DTMCs modeling
the MAC layer operation, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 3.1.

3.2.2 DTMC model for C-V2X Mode 4

We begin this subsection by presenting the sensing-based SPS algorithm, which
is used for radio resource allocation in C-V2X Mode 4. We follow it up with the
respective DTMC model.
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Semi-persistent scheduling algorithm

The SPS algorithm enables a vehicle to select radio resources without the assis-
tance of an eNodeB, and each vehicle follows the following three steps for resource
reservation.

Step 1: Within the selection window, which is the time window that initiates
with a generation of a packet, vehicle v identifies all possible candidate single-
subframe resources (CSRs) that can be reserved. CSRs are groups of adjacent
sub-channels within the given 1 ms subframe that are large enough to fit in the
SCI and the TB to be transmitted. The length of the selection window, which is
denoted by �, is defined in the standard as the maximum latency in ms [30], and
a CSR should be selected within this duration.

Step 2: Based on the information received in the previous 1000 subframes
(sensing window), vehicle v creates list L1 that consists of CSRs that it can
reserve. L1 includes all the CSRs in the selection window except the ones that
satisfy the following conditions.

1. CSRs used by vehicle v during the sensing window. This is done as a
precautionary measure due to vehicle v not being able to sense these CSRs
during its half-duplex transmissions.

2. CSRs that are being used by other vehicles at the time vehicle v tries to
utilize them (which are known thanks to the information contained in the
SCI), and have a received signal strength indicator (RSSI) value above a
threshold level lth.

If L1 contains more than 20% of the total CSRs identified in Step 1, the system
moves to Step 3. Otherwise, lth is increased by 3 dB and Step 2 is repeated.

Step 3: From L1, vehicle v filters out the CSRs that experience the lowest
average RSSI values, where the averaging is done over the previous 10 subframes.
These CSRs are added to a new list L2 such that the size of L2 amounts to 20% of
the total CSRs in the selection window. Vehicle v randomly and uniformly selects
a CSR in L2 and reserves it for the next RC transmissions, where RC denotes
the value of the resource counter. Let RCF 2 [Rl, Rh] denote the starting value
of the resource counter, where Rh and Rl are upper and lower limits of RCF ,
respectively. RC is decremented by 1 for each transmission of a packet, which
happens periodically every � ms until RC reaches 1. When RC = 1, new CSRs
should be selected and reserved with probability (1 � Prk), where Prk 2 [0, 0.8].

This can be done by generating a number randomly and uniformly in (0, 1), and
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then comparing it with the predefined value of Prk. Vehicle v continues using the
same CSR if the generated random number is less than Prk, and it continues using
the subframes encountered in intervals of � ms for the subsequent transmissions.
Else, vehicle v selects a new CSR for the next transmission from L2. Upon new
CSR selection, the vehicle randomly and uniformly selects a subframe that falls
within the next � ms for the next transmission. Please refer to [95] for a pseudo-
code of this algorithm.

DTMC model

Figure 3.4 illustrates the DTMC model for C-V2X Mode 4 operation. The state-
space of the model is denoted by S

v2x. Let Psch denote the probability of allocating
a suitable CSR for a vehicle through Steps 1-3. State (Idle) represents the state
with no packets to transmit, or no CSRs to transmit. According to the standard
[86], there are three selection window sizes with respective ranges for RCF . To
this end, the standard includes � = 100 ms with RCF 2 [5, 15], � = 50 ms with
RCF 2 [10, 30] and � = 20 ms with RCF 2 [25, 75].

Consider the arrival of a new packet while vehicle v is idle. This necessitates
the allocation of a CSR utilizing the SPS algorithm. As � ms is the maximum
allowable latency, the transmission should happen within the next � subframes.
Upon allocation of the CSR, vehicle v selects (randomly and uniformly) a sub-
frame for transmission. Thus, the waiting time before the transmission is modeled
by assuming �� 1 equiprobable states (w, j), where j 2 [0,�� 2]. As the wait-
ing time elapses, vehicle v selects a value for RC randomly and uniformly from
the set of (1 +Rh �Rl) values. At every state (i, 0), where i 2 [1, Rh], there is
a transmission opportunity, and i represents the current RC value. The device
utilizes this opportunity to transmit the control information related to its persis-
tent scheduling. If the queue is not empty, the transmission opportunity is also
utilized for data transmission, i is decremented, and the vehicle waits for the next
transmission opportunity that arises in � ms. This waiting time is represented by
states (i� 1, j), where j 2 [1,��1]. On the other hand, if the queue is empty, the
vehicle similarly waits � ms for the next transmission opportunity. We consider
that the vehicle maintains the same RC value i during this waiting period1. This
process repeats until the system reaches state (1, 0).

1As found often in standardization, the standard does not specifically describe what needs to
happen to the RC value in such a scenario. Any realization that fulfills the requirements of the
standard is deemed to be correct. Note that both decrementing the RC value or maintaining
the same RC value during this waiting period satisfy the standard. We have used the latter for
our model.
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Figure 3.4: The DTMC modeling the MAC layer operations of C-V2X Mode 4.
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If the queue is still not empty at state (1, 0), the vehicle has the option of
using the same CSR (with probability Prk), or choose a new CSR. If the same
CSR is used, the vehicle waits for the maximum waiting time of �� 1 ms before
choosing a RC value and transmitting. The state transitions for selecting a new
radio resource are similar to the transitions described for packet arrival while
vehicle v is idle. It is not hard to see that selecting a new radio resource may
lead to a lower delay due to the possibility of a lower waiting time.

3.2.3 DTMC model for IEEE 802.11p

The state space of the model is denoted by S
11p and the DTMC model is pre-

sented in Figure 3.5. Č denotes the minimum contention window size. State
(Idle) represents the state where there are no packet arrivals, thus the queue
is empty. If a packet arrives while being idle, the MAC protocol listens for an
AIFS duration before transmitting. The AIFS duration is calculated according
to AIFS = aSIFST ime + AIFSN ⇥ aSlotT ime, where aSIFST ime is 32 µs,
and the AIFSN value is selected according to the access category (AC). ETSI
specifications do provide four ACs: background, best effort, video, and voice. In
this chapter, we assume that both CAM and DENM packets utilize the best effort
AC. We thus have AIFSN = 6 and Č = 15 according to the standard [1].

States (Ai) for i 2 {1, . . . ,⌦} , represent the AIFS waiting time, and ⌦

denotes the maximum number of aSlotT ime intervals per AIFS duration. ✓

represents the probability of the channel being busy (channel busy ratio). If the
channel is found idle for an AIFS duration, the vehicle is allowed to transmit.
Data transmission is represented by states (Tx, i), where i 2 {1, . . . ,#}, and #

denotes the number of aSlotT ime intervals required to transmit a packet of 134
bytes over a 6 Mbps control channel (CCH) [32].

If the channel becomes busy during the AIFS duration, the vehicle waits for
#⇥ aSlotT ime, which is the time taken for data transmission, until the channel
is free again. Waiting is represented by states (B, i), where i 2 {1, . . . ,#}. The
channel being busy at state A1 depicts a scenario where the packet arrival of the
vehicle of interest has occurred while the channel is busy, i.e., another vehicle is
transmitting. Thus, the time it has to wait before sensing a free channel is given
by %⇥ aSlotT ime, where % is a uniformly distributed random integer in [1,#].

When the channel becomes free again, that is at state (B,#), vehicle v initiates
a backoff process. The backoff counter value is selected randomly (uniformly)
in
⇥
0, Č

⇤
, and the backoff stage is selected depending on the respective backoff

counter value. According to the standard [1], backoff counter value 0 and 1
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Figure 3.5: The DTMC modeling the MAC layer operations of IEEE 802.11p.
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both lead to backoff stage 0. Thus, the probability of selecting backoff stage 0

is twice the probability of selecting any other backoff stage. Vehicle v waits for
another AIFS duration before sensing the channel again. For backoff counter
value i 2

�
0, . . . ,

�
Č � 1

� 
, states (i, Aj), where j 2 {1, . . . , (⌦� 1)}, represent

the waiting duration, and (I, i) represent the sensing states. If the channel is
found busy at state (I, i), vehicle v waits for #⇥aSlotT ime, which is represented
by states (�i, j), where j 2 {1, . . . ,#}, and another AIFS duration at the same
backoff stage i. This loop continues until the channel is found idle at state (I, i).
The backoff counter is decremented when the channel is found idle, which takes
us to state (I, i � 1). If vehicle v finds the channel to be free at state (I, 0), it
transmits data.

3.3 Steady-state Solutions

Steady-state solutions of the DTMCs are presented in this section for a system
with N vehicles. Firstly, we focus on the CAM and DENM packet generators and
the device level packet queue. By utilizing these results, we present the steady-
state solutions of the DTMC models developed for C-V2X Mode 4 and IEEE
802.11p MAC layer operations.

3.3.1 Queue model

We have already discussed the importance of Pqe, as it links the DTMCs modeling
the MAC layer operation with the DTMC modeling the device level packet queue.
This value can be obtained through the steady-state probability of state (0) in
the queue model. From Figure 3.3, the steady-sate probability of state (0) can
be written as

⇡0 =


1 + ↵1

✓
1� �

�M
↵
M

� � ↵

◆��1

= Pqe. (3.1)

To obtain ↵, ↵1, and �, we need the steady-state solutions of the CAM and
DENM generators, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Let ⇡
C

i,j
and ⇡

D

i,j
denote the steady-state probabilities of state (i, j) of the

CAM and the DENM generators, respectively. To this end, the steady-state
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probabilities of the CAM generator are given by

⇡
C

tx,0 =
⇥
1�

�
1� P

k

t

�TC�1 ⇤⇥
TC

⇥
1� P

k

t

�
1� P

k

t

�TC�1 ⇤⇤�1
,

⇡
C

tx,j
= P

k

t
(⇡C

tx,0 +
TC�1X

l=j+1

⇡
C

tx0,l) for j 2 [1, TC � 2],

⇡
C

tx,TC�1 = ⇡tx,0P
k

t
,

⇡
C

tx0,j = ⇡
C

tx,0

⇥
(1� P

k

t
)TC�j

⇤⇥
1� (1� P

k

t
)TC�1

⇤�1 for j 2 [0, TC � 1].

Similarly, the steady-state probabilities of the DENM generator are given by

⇡
D

tx,0 =
h✓

1� 1

K

◆
TD

h
1� P

k

t

�
1� P

k

t

�TD�1
i

1�
�
1� P

k

t

�TD�1 +
1

K
+

1

K(1� e��T̃ )

i�1

,

⇡
D

tx,j
= P

k

t

h�
1� 1

K

�
⇡
D

tx,0 +
TD�1X

l=j+1

⇡
D

tx0,l

i
for j 2 [1, TD � 2],

⇡
D

tx,j
= ⇡

D

tx,0

✓
1� 1

K

◆
P

k

t
for j = TD � 1,

⇡
D

tx0,j = ⇡
D

tx,0(1�
1

K
)
⇥
(1� P

k

t
)TD�j

⇤⇥
1� (1� P

k

t
)TD�1

⇤�1 for j 2 [0, TD � 1].

Since we are using a single queue for both CAM and DENM packets, the
transition probabilities of the queue model in Figure 3.3 depend on both generator
models that run simultaneously. For x 2 {↵,↵1, �}, let x

C and x
D denote the

resulting transition probability if only the CAM generator or the DENM generator
is in operation, respectively. For two events E1 and E2, Pr{E1[E2} = Pr{E1}+
Pr{E2} � Pr{E1 \ E2}. Thus, x = x

C + x
D � x

C
x
D for x 2 {↵,↵1, �}. To this

end,

↵
C = ⇡

C

tx0,0,

↵
C

1 = ⇡
C

tx,0(1� P
k

t
),

�
C =

TC�1X

j=1

⇡
C

tx0,jP
k

t
,

↵
D = ⇡

D

tx0,0,

↵
D

1 = ⇡
D

tx,0

✓
1� 1

K

◆
(1� P

k

t
),

�
D =

TD�1X

j=1

⇡
D

tx0,jP
k

t
, for k 2 {v2x, 11p} .
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With similar reasoning,

Parr = ⇡
C

tx,0 + 1� e
��T̃ � ⇡

C

tx,0

⇣
1� e

��T̃

⌘
.

3.3.2 DTMC model for C-V2X

According to the 3GPP C-V2X standard [30], SC-FDMA is considered for the
uplink, using a 10 MHz channel. 50 RB are allocated for this bandwidth per
each slot (half subframe), and hence, one subframe contains 100 RBs. A CSR
requires at least 4 RBs to transmit a 100 byte payload, using 64-QAM modulation.
Therefore, each 1 ms subframe can hold up to 25 CSRs, and hence, the largest
selection window of 100 ms can hold up to 2500 CSRs. 20% of this is 500, and
lth can be fine-tuned until we end up with the required number of CSRs. Thus,
the standard itself makes it highly unlikely that a randomly selected vehicle ends
up without an allocated CSR. Thus, we consider Psch = 1 in our study without
any loss of generality. Now that we have obtained Pqe and Pqne, the steady-state
solutions of the DTMC model for C-V2X can be used to obtain P

v2x
t

found in
the packet generators.

The steady-state equations of the DTMC model in Figure 3.4 are used to
derive expressions for its steady-state probabilities, which are presented next. To
this end,
State (Idle):

⇡
v2x
Idle

= b⇡w,0, where b =
(1� Prk)

⇣
1

Psch

� 1
⌘

Parr + Pqne (1� Parr)
.

States (w, j): for j 2 [0,�� 2]

⇡w,j =
h
1� j

(�� 1)

ih
a⇡

v2x
Idle

+ (1� Prk)Psch⇡1,0Pqne

i
+ Prk⇡1,0Pqne,

where a = (Parr + Pqne � ParrPqne)Psch.
States (i, j):

⇡i,j=

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

⇡w,0 (Rh � i+ 1)

P 2
qne

(1+Rh�Rl)
for i 2 [Rl, Rh], j2 [1,��1]

⇡w,0 (Rh � i+ 1)

Pqne (1 +Rh �Rl)
for i 2 [Rl, Rh], j=0

⇡w,0

Pqne

, for i 2 [1, Rl�1], j2 [0,��1]

. (3.2)
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Since the sum of these steady-state probabilities is one, we get

⇡w,0 =
h
1� �+ b+

✓
�� 2

2

◆
[ab+ 2Prk + (1� Prk)Psch] +

�(Rh +Rl)

2Pqne

i�1

.

(3.3)

The probability of transmission opportunity can be written as Ptxo =
P

Rh

i=1 ⇡i,0,
for which an expression can be obtained by substituting (3.3) in (3.2). Finally,
we find P

v2x
t

through the product of Ptxo and Pqne.

3.3.3 DTMC model for ETSI ITS-G5 based IEEE 802.11p

Next, we present the steady-state solutions for the DTMC model in Figure 3.5.
To this end,
States (Ai): for i 2 [1,⌦]

⇡Ai
= ⇡

11p
Idle

[1� Pqe (1� Parr)] (1� ✓)(i�1)
.

States (B, j): for j 2 [1,#]

⇡B,j=⇡
11p
Idle

[1�Pqe (1�Parr)]


✓

#
j�(1�✓)⌦ � ✓ + 1

�
.

States (�i, j): for i 2
⇥
0,
�
Č � 1

�⇤
, j 2 [1,#]

⇡�i,j
= ⇡B,#

�
Č � i

�
✓

Č (1� ✓)
.

States (i, Aj):

⇡i,Aj
=

8
>>><

>>>:

⇡B,#

⇥
1+
�
Č�i�1

�
✓
⇤

Č (1� ✓)
for i2

⇥
2,
�
Č�1

�⇤
, j2[1, (⌦�1)]

⇡B,#

�
2� 2✓ + Č✓

�

Č (1� ✓)
for i = 0, j 2 [1, (⌦� 1)]

.

States (I, j): for j 2
⇥
0,
�
Č � 1

�⇤
⇡I,j = ⇡B,#

�
Č � j

�

Č (1� ✓)
.

States (Tx,j): for j2[1,#] ⇡Tx,j=⇡
11p
Idle

[1�Pqe (1�Parr)] . (3.4)
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Figure 3.6: An illustration of a possible collision in C-V2X Mode 4.

Since the sum of these steady-state probabilities is one, we get

⇡Idle =
h
1 + [1� (1� Parr)Pqe]

h
[1� (1� ✓)⌦]

h1
✓
+

(Č + 1)✓#

2(1� ✓)
+ #

+ (⌦� 1)
[(Č � 2)[(Č � 3)✓ + 2] + (4� 4✓ + 2Č✓)]

2Č(1� ✓)
+

(Č + 1)

2(1� ✓)

i
+

✓

2
(1� #) + #

ii�1

.

(3.5)

The obtained solution for ⇡11p
Idle

is substituted in (3.4) to determine P 11p
t =

P
#

j=1 ⇡Tx,j

and ✓ = 1� (1�
P

#

j=1 ⇡Tx,j)(N�1).

3.4 Performance Analysis

This section focuses on deriving expressions for several useful performance pa-
rameters that can be used to compare the MAC layer performance of C-V2X
Mode 4 and IEEE 802.11p.

3.4.1 Probability of collision Pcol

Even though the SPS algorithm attempts to minimize packet collisions between
vehicles at transmission by considering the radio resource utilization of vehicles
during the 1000 ms sensing window, there still remains a possibility for collisions.
To this end, a schedule collision can occur when a vehicle selects a new radio
resource for transmission. In particular, a collision can occur when there is an
overlap in the selection windows of neighboring vehicles, as illustrated in Figure
3.6. In such a scenario, the vehicles with overlap select a CSR independent of each
other, and hence, there is a possibility of them selecting the same CSR that leads
to collision. Let CSRtot denote the total number of CSRs in the selection window.
We start the analysis by obtaining an expression for the collision probability of
C-V2X Mode 4.
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Lemma 1. The collision probability of C-V2X Mode 4 is given by

P
v2x
col

⇡1�
"
1�
"
1�

��1Y

i=0

⇣
1� ⇡i,0

1� ⇡i,0i

⌘# (1� Prk)

(CSRtot�N+1)

#N�1

. (3.6)

Proof. See Appendix 3.7.1.

The collision probability of IEEE 802.11p is calculated according to P
11p
col

= 1�
Psuc, where Psuc is the conditional probability that exactly one vehicle transmits
on the channel, given that at least one vehicle transmits [11]. An expression for
the collision probability of IEEE 802.11p is formally stated through the following
lemma.

Lemma 2. The collision probability of IEEE 802.11p is given by

P
11p
col

= 1�
N

"
(1�✓)(⇡I,0+⇡A⌦)+

#P
j=1

⇡Tx,j

#"
1�
 
⇡I,0+⇡A⌦+

#P
j=1

⇡Tx,j

!#(N�1)

1�
"
1�
 
⇡I,0+⇡A⌦+

#P
j=1

⇡Tx,j

!#N .

Proof. See Appendix 3.7.1.

3.4.2 Average delay Dave

Next, we focus on the average delay between the generation and the transmission
of a packet. The delay value captures the queuing delay, which is the time a
packet waits in the queue making way to the previously generated packets, and
the access delay, which is the time a vehicle waits before being able to access the
radio resources. Firstly, we present an expression for the average delay of C-V2X
Mode 4 through the following lemma.

Lemma 3. The average delay of C-V2X Mode 4 is given by

d
v2x
avg

=

P
M

i=1
2i�1
2Ptxo

⇡i

1� Pqe

. (3.7)

Proof. See Appendix 3.7.2.

For IEEE 802.11p, the average delay is calculated by utilizing the delay of
each state in the DTMC model, except the idle state. The normalized average
delay of the system is calculated using the delay values of the individual states.
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Let Di,j denote the delay at state (i, j). aSlotT ime is used as the unit delay, thus
DT,1 = # since the transmission of a packet of 134 bytes takes # ⇥ aSlotT imes.
We assume DI = 0. To this end, the delay at each state of the system is calculated
according to the following equations.
States (I, j):

DI,j =

8
>><

>>:

1 + #+ ✓ (⌦� 1)

(1� ✓)
for j = 0

j + # [1 + ✓ (j�1)] + j✓ (⌦� 1)

(1� ✓)
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⇥
2, Č � 1

⇤ .

States (i, Aj): for i 2
�
0, 2, . . . , Č � 1

 
, j 2 [1, (⌦� 1)]
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= (⌦� j) +DI,j.
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, j 2 [1,#]

D�i,j
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Č
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for j = #
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.

States (Tx, j): for j 2 [1,#]DTx,j = #� (j � 1) .

States (Ai):

DAi
=

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

1 + (1� ✓)DAi+1 +
✓
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#X

j=1

DB,j for i = 1

1 + (1� ✓)DAi+1 + ✓DB,1 for i 2 [2, (⌦� 1)]

1 + (1� ✓)DTx,1 + ✓DB,1 for i = ⌦

.

By using these equations, the average delay of the system is obtained through
the following lemma.
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Lemma 4. The average delay of IEEE 802.11p is given by

d
11p
avg

= #+ 1 +
⌦�1X

i=1

(1� ✓)i +
X

i2S

Di⇡ih
1�

⇣
⇡
11p
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+
P

#

j=1 ⇡Tx,j +
P⌦

k=1 ⇡Ak

⌘i , (3.8)

where S =
n
S
11p �

n
Idle,

S
#

j=1(Tx, j),
S⌦

k=1 Ak

oo
.

Proof. See Appendix 3.7.2.

3.4.3 Average channel utilization

The average channel utilization depicts the average number of users successfully
accessing the channel simultaneously. Thus, the average channel utilization of
C-V2X Mode 4 and IEEE 802.11p is given by

CU
v2x
avg

=
P

v2x
t

N(1� P
v2x
col

)

CSRs per subframe
(3.9)

and
CU

11p
avg

= P
11p
t N(1� P

11p
col

), (3.10)

respectively. Note that since we are interested in finding the average channel
utilization within a single subframe in C-V2X Mode 4, we normalize the channel
utilization value by the total number of CSRs within a single subframe, which is
given by CSRtot/�.

3.5 Numerical Results and Discussion

In this section, we present an application of the models to provide insights and
comparisons on key performance indicators through numerical evaluations. We
were unable to find or generate similar data from a real vehicular network testbed
for validation.

3.5.1 Instantiation of CAM, DENM and the DTMC models in a high-
way

We consider a highway with four parallel lanes in each direction, with an average
inter-vehicle gap of 50 m. Note that we have not done any location modeling,
mobility modeling, or PHY-layer signal modeling. Thus, the highway scenario
is only used as an illustrative setting such that it provides a feasible range for
N within the coverage region of vehicle v. We also assume that only CAM
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and DENM are utilized for V2V communication [99, 100], while their reference
packet formats are specified according to ETSI [84, 85]. We consider TC to be
between 100 ms and 1 s [84], and TD to be 100, 200 and 300 ms [85]. K is set
at three arbitrary values 2, 5, and 9 to study scenarios with low, medium, and
high repetitions, respectively. The standard allows the vehicle to select TD and
K based on the severity of the event. Two candidate values for � are selected to
study low and high packet generation rates, and the values are set by taking the
use case scenarios in [67] into consideration. M is set at 10 in the queue model. In
IEEE 802.11p, TC is regulated under the transmit rate control (TRC) technique
of ETSI ITS-G5 decentralized congestion control (DCC) algorithm, where during
periods of high/low utilization, TC is increased/decreased to manage congestion.
This is termed as an adaptive CAM rate in the numerical results. The steady-
state probabilities of the DTMCs are calculated in parallel, which are then used
to calculate the probability values that link the DTMCs, as shown in Figure 3.1.
The probability values are iteratively recomputed until they converge.

Average delay

Average delay is calculated according to (3.7) and (3.8) for C-V2X Mode 4 and
IEEE 802.11p, respectively. Figure 3.7a illustrates the variation of the average
delay with N . Firstly, we can observe that IEEE 802.11p is superior to C-V2X
Mode 4 in terms of the average delay. The lower delay in IEEE 802.11p is mainly
due to the maximum AIFS duration being 149 µs [1]. This is approximately equal
to 12 aSlotT imes, thus to transmit a 134 byte packet, it takes 14 aSlotT imes

over the CCH. Therefore, even after adding the average backoff delay to the
above-calculated delay, it is unlikely that the total average delay is greater than
a few milliseconds. This is much smaller compared 20 ms, which is the smallest
selection window size in C-V2X Mode 4, and where it does the best in terms
of average delay as shown in Figure 3.7a. The observation implies that IEEE
802.11p is a better choice for delay-critical use case scenarios such as emergency
electronic brake lights, emergency vehicle warning, vulnerable road user warning,
and pre-crash sensing warning.

According to Figure 3.7a, we can also observe that the average delay increases
further with � in C-V2X Mode 4. Thus, � should be set small for low-latency
applications. However, reducing � in turn reduces the number of CSR values, and
hence, it reduces the number of vehicles that can be supported simultaneously,
introducing a tradeoff. Thus, reducing � is more suited for a sparsely-populated
vehicular network. For a given value of �, a higher average delay can be observed
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when the CAM inter-arrival time is reduced from 200 to 100 ms. This is mainly
due to the increased congestion in the network.

It is interesting to note from Figure 3.7a that the average delay is not sensitive
to the number of vehicles in C-V2X Mode 4 compared to IEEE 802.11p, where
the average delay increases with N . C-V2X Mode 4 uses a scheduling based
resource allocation method, and in this setting and the range considered for N ,
there exist ample radio resources for all users to transmit. This is the main reason
for the flat behavior of the average delay with respect to N . On the other hand,
IEEE 802.11p resorts to a contention-based access mechanism. Therefore, the
delay increases monotonically with N . The explanation is consistent with Figure
3.7b that depicts the channel-busy ratio ✓, which is a metric used to capture the
busyness of the channel in IEEE 802.11p. The channel is considered to be busy
if a vehicle other than the target vehicle is transmitting. Due to the significant
variation in the average delay of IEEE 802.11p with N , there may be scenarios
where C-V2X Mode 4 may be the better choice for delay critical applications in
densely-populated vehicular networks. It can also be seen from Figure 3.7b that
the adaptive CAM rate affects the channel-busy ratio favorably, and thus helps
in reducing the average delay associated with IEEE 802.11p further, as can be
observed in Figure 3.7a. This implies that adaptive CAM facilitates a higher
number of vehicles in a network that utilizes IEEE 802.11p for communication
without violating the stringent delay constraints.

The average delay variation of both technologies with TC is shown in Figure
3.8a. Intuitively, the behavior with TD should be similar as the modeling of CAM
generation and DENM repetition is identical. Firstly, we can see the average
delay reducing with TC as observed and explained in Figure 3.7a. Secondly, with
regards to C-V2X, we can see that � has a higher impact on the average delay
than TC . The value of � dominates the delay, i.e., we cannot negate the adverse
effect on the delay caused by an increase in � by simultaneously increasing TC .
We note that there is a tradeoff in reducing � as well. While reducing the average
delay, it simultaneously reduces the number of CSR values, and hence, it reduces
the number of vehicles that can be supported simultaneously. The average delay
associated with IEEE 802.11p reduces monotonically with TC . The corresponding
behavior associated with C-V2X is more interesting as it first decreases and then
increases with regards to TC (the variation is negligibly small for � = 20 ms).
Thus, we further elaborate on the variation of the average delay of C-V2X Mode
4 with TC , Prk, and different parameter combinations of the DENM generator
model such as TD and K in Figure 3.8b.
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(a) The average delay vs N , where Prk = 0.4.
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(b) The channel busy ratio vs N , where TC = 100 ms.

Figure 3.7: The behavior of the average delay and the channel busy ratio with
N , where � = 1, TD = 100 ms, and K = 5.
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According to Figure 3.8b, we can observe that the average delay increases
when TD decreases or when the DENM packet arrival rate increases. Both of
these observations are due to the congestion caused by more transmissions per
unit time. When TD = 100 ms, the average delay increases with K. However,
when TD = 200 ms, the average delay decreases with K. This phenomenon can
be justified as follows. When TD = 100 ms, the service rate is nearly equal to
the packet repetition frequency. This results in more CAM and DENM packets
in the queue, leading to higher queuing delays. However, when TD = 200 ms, the
service rate is higher than the repetition interval of DENM packets. In such a
scenario, increasing the average number of repetitions results in the target vehicle
encountering the random waiting time, which has a maximum average delay of 50
ms (when � = 100 ms), more frequently compared to waiting through the whole
resource reservation interval (RRI), which is of 100 ms. This leads to a reduction
in the average delay. Similar behavior can be observed for TD = 300 ms as well.

An interesting observation in the behavior of the average delay is the existence
of a locally optimal point. For example, when TD = 100 ms, K = 9 and � = 0.2

packets/s, the lowest average delay can be observed at TC = 300 ms. This
implies that the average delay can be reduced further by dynamically changing
the CAM packet generation rate based on the generation rate of DENM packets.
The DENM packet generation rate is based on the occurrence of an event and
its severity. It can be concluded that the vehicle can reduce the overall average
delay further in C-V2X Mode 4 communication if it can change the CAM packet
generation rate based on �, to achieve the local optimal point of the delay curve
shown in Figure 3.8b.

We can also observe the average delay increasing with Prk in Figure 3.8b.
High values of Prk curtails the vehicle from choosing new radio resources for
transmission. When Prk is low, a vehicle again receives more opportunities to
encounter the waiting interval (average duration of �/2 ms), compared to the
longer RRI intervals (duration of � ms). Thus, the variable Prk, which is a
parameter in the SPS algorithm, can be varied to adjust the average delay in a
network that utilizes C-V2X Mode 4 for communication. The high Prk values
lead to higher average delays, but a reduction in jitter as the RRI intervals stay
more homogeneous.

Further practical insights can be drawn by referring to the delay requirements
stated for ETSI ITS use cases in [67]. For example, a vehicle’s emergency elec-
tronic brake warning or a stationary vehicle warning requires a minimum of 10
Hz frequency and a maximum delay of 100 ms. On the other hand, a less safety-
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(a) Average delay vs TC , N = 300, � = 1, TD = 100 ms, Prk = 0.4, and K = 5.
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(b) Average delay of C-V2X Mode 4 vs TC for different combinations of TD, K, � and
Prk, where N = 50, and � = 100 ms.

Figure 3.8: The behavior of the average delay with the inter-arrival time of CAM
packets TC .
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critical scenario such as road works requires a minimum frequency of 2 Hz and
a maximum delay of 100 ms. When considering all scenarios, we can conclude
that a maximum delay of less than 100 ms is desirable for safety. Based on our
results for C-V2X Mode 4, it can be seen that � = 20 ms and � = 50 ms can
both satisfy this delay constraint on the average, at the highest CAM frequency
of 10 Hz. However, as illustrated in Figure 3.8a, � = 100 ms fails to satisfy this
delay requirement on the average, at the highest CAM rate of 10 Hz. On the
other hand, as shown in Figure 3.7a, we can observe that the delay constraint
is satisfied on the average for almost all parameter settings in IEEE 802.11p.
Although the average delay increases with N , it can be observed that a system
employing IEEE 802.11p for communication can support approximately 1000 ve-
hicles without violating the 100 ms delay constraint on the average. The network
can be made further dense by utilizing adaptive CAM.

Collision probability

As shown in Figure 3.9a, it is not surprising that the collision probability increases
with N in both C-V2X Mode 4 and IEEE 802.11p. However, a vehicle that utilizes
C-V2X Mode 4 has a lower collision probability than a vehicle that utilizes IEEE
802.11p. Thus, the SPS algorithm performs better in terms of collision resolution
compared to the contention-based method in IEEE 802.11p. Therefore, C-V2X
Mode 4 is a better choice for use cases that insist on ultra-reliable communica-
tions. We can observe that the collision probability in C-V2X Mode 4 increases
with �. Higher values of � lead to longer selection windows, which increases the
chances of two or more selection windows overlapping, as explained with regards
to Figure 3.6. It can be observed that the adaptive CAM rate alleviates the col-
lision probability of IEEE 802.11p marginally, but the collision rate is high when
N > 50. The behavior of the collision probability with TC is similar to what was
observed for the average delay in Figure 3.8a. That is, it decreases monotonically
with TC for IEEE 802.11p, and it decreases first and then increases with a local
optimum point for C-V2X. However, although the behavior for C-V2X is similar,
the variation with TC in terms of magnitude is negligibly small.

Average channel utilization

As illustrated in Figure 3.9b, the average channel utilization of C-V2X Mode 4 in-
creases almost linearly with N . The rate at which the average channel utilization
increases, decreases with the value of �. The system also exhibits lower average
channel utilization for longer selection window sizes. In IEEE 802.11p, the av-
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Figure 3.9: The behavior of the collision probability and the average channel
utilization with N , where � = 1, TC = TD = 100 ms, Prk = 0.4, and K = 5.
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erage channel utilization increases with N up to about 200 and then saturates
due to reaching the contention access based conditional stability region boundary.
The average channel utilization of IEEE 802.11p can be improved with adaptive
packet arrival. However, in general, it is always higher than C-V2X Mode 4.
This shows that selecting a proper repetition interval for CAM packets can also
be used for better channel utilization in IEEE 802.11p. The average channel uti-
lization of both technologies decreases monotonically with TC as the number of
packets transmitted per second reduces when TC increases. Similar behavior can
be observed in the channel busy ratio. To this end, for N = 300, � = 1 packet/s,
TD = 100 ms, Prk = 0.4 and K = 5, the reduction in average channel utilization
when TC is increased from 100 ms to 1 s is 17.95% for IEEE 802.11p. For C-V2X,
this reduction is significantly small, e.g., for � = 100 ms, the reduction is 2.80%.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter has presented multi-dimensional DTMC models to compare the
MAC layer performance of the ETSI ITS-G5 IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode
4, considering CAM and DENM packets proposed for ITS. DTMC based traf-
fic generators and a device-level queue model have been used to feed the pack-
ets to the aforementioned DTMCs for transmission. Closed-form solutions for
the steady-state probabilities of the models have been obtained, and they have
been then utilized to derive expressions for key MAC layer-specific performance
indicators such as the average delay, the collision probability, and the average
channel utilization. An application of the models has been used for numerical
results. The results have shown how the performance metrics of each communi-
cation technology vary for different parameter selections. When comparing the
two technologies, the average delay of C-V2X Mode 4 is comparatively higher
than IEEE 802.11p. On the other hand, the collision probability of a vehicle
communicating using C-V2X Mode 4 is lower than its counterpart. The results
have also shown that the average delay of C-V2X has a locally optimal combi-
nation of CAM and DENM packet arrival rates, which can be utilized to reduce
delays in C-V2X further. Moreover, the DCC algorithm’s TRC technique can be
used to regulate the collision probability and the channel utilization of a vehicle
communicating using IEEE 802.11p.
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3.7 Appendix

3.7.1 Derivations of collision probability

Proof of Lemma 1

The selection window initiates at reaching state (1, 0), and this is the scenario
where a collision can occur. The cycle time of state (1, 0) is 1/⇡1,0. Consider
that vehicle v initiated its selection window. The probability of a neighbor-
ing vehicle reaching state (1, 0) during vehicle v’s selection window is given
by 1 �

Q��1
i=0

⇣
1� 1

1/⇡1,0�i

⌘
= p̃. Similarly, the probability of a neighboring

vehicle reaching state (1, 0) during vehicle v’s selection window and selecting
the same CSR as vehicle v is given by p̃(1 � Prk)/(CSRtot � CSRexc), where
CSRexc denotes the number of CSRs excluded according to the SPS algorithm
such that there are CSRtot � CSRexc CSRs in L1. Thus, the probability of all
N � 1 neighboring vehicles not selecting the same CSR as vehicle v is given by
[1� p̃(1� Prk)/(CSRtot � CSRexc)]

N�1, and

1�
⇥
1� p̃(1� Prk)/CSRtot � CSRexc)

⇤N�1

gives us the collision probability.
Let ⇠ denote the ratio between the size of the sensing window and the selection

window, and � denote the number of times we encounter RC = 1 in a given
sensing window. Since ⇠  2Rl according to the standard [31], we have � 2
{0, 1, 2}. This means, depending on the value of �, the vehicle of interest v may
either use 1 CSR, 2 CSRs or 3 CSRs. Thus, the average number of CSRs used by
vehicle v is given by P1 + 2P2 + 3P3, where Pi is the probability of using i CSR
values. The number of CSRs used by the neighboring vehicles known through SCI
is approximately N � 1. Hence, CSRexc ⇡ N � 1+P1+2P2+3P3. It is not hard
to see that P1 + 2P2 + 3P3  3 << N � 1. Thus, we consider CSRexc ⇡ N � 1,
which completes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 2

Let Psuc = Pr{exactly one vehicle transmits | at least one vehicle transmits},
which can be simplified as the ratio between Psuc = Pr{exactly one vehicle trans-
mits} and Pr{at least one vehicle transmits}. Successful transmission of a packet
by vehicle v can be obtained from the steady-state probabilities of the DTMC
model for IEEE 802.11p as (1� ✓) (⇡I,0 + ⇡A⌦)+

P
#

j=1 ⇡Tx,j. Similarly, the prob-
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ability of the N � 1 neighbors not transmitting is given by

h
1�
 
⇡I,0+⇡A⌦+

#X

j=1

⇡Tx,j

!i(N�1)

.

Thus, the probability of exactly one vehicle transmitting is given by

N

h
(1� ✓) (⇡I,0 + ⇡A⌦) +

#X

j=1

⇡Tx,j

ih
1� (⇡I,0 + ⇡A⌦ +

#X

j=1

⇡Tx,j)
i(N�1)

,

and the probability of at least one vehicle transmitting is given by

1�
"
1�

 
⇡I,0 + ⇡A⌦ +

#X

j=1

⇡Tx,j

!#N
.

The ratio of these probabilities gives us Psuc, and P
11p
col

= 1� Psuc completes the
proof.

3.7.2 Derivations of average delay

Proof of Lemma 3

From the steady-state probabilities of the queue model, 1/Ptxo is the duration in
milliseconds (cycle time) to serve one packet. For the first packet, we may not
spend the total cycle time to serve the packet, as it depends on the state vehicle
v is in. Thus, we consider the service time to be 1

2Ptxo

(half the cycle time) for
the first packet. From the second packet onwards, we add 1

Ptxo

to the service
time of the previous packet to obtain the delay. For example, the service times
of the second and the third packets are calculated as 3

2Ptxo

and 5
2Ptxo

, respectively.
We consider a queue of length M , and the averaging is done by utilizing the
steady-state probability of each state, conditioned on the fact that the queue is
not empty. Thus, the average delay is given by

d
v2x
ave

=
MX

i=1

2i� 1

2Ptxo

⇡i/(1� Pqe),

which completes the proof.
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Proof of Lemma 4

Since unit time is considered to be aSlotT ime, the delay associated with the
transmit states is #. The delay associated with states Ai where i 2 {1, . . . ,⌦}
is 1 +

P⌦�1
i=1 (1 � ✓)i. The delay associated with the remaining states, i.e., state

i 2 S
11p �

n
Idle,

S
#

j=1 Tx, j,
S⌦

i=1 Ai

o
can be calculated by utilizing the product

of the corresponding delay of each state (Di) with the steady-state probability
of each state conditioned on the fact that i 2 S

11p �
n
Idle,

S
#

j=1 Tx, j,
S⌦

i=1 Ai

o
.

Sum of the three delay values completes the proof.
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Chapter 4

The EFFECT OF CONCURRENT MULTI-PRIORITY
DATA STREAMS ON THE MAC LAYER
PERFORMANCE OF C-V2X MODE 4 AND IEEE
802.11P

Supporting parallel multi-priority data streams is vital for maintaining the QoS in
V2X communication. Hence, the ETSI has defined four packet types, with varying
priority levels, to be used as broadcast packets in such communication. This chap-
ter studies the MAC layer performance of IEEE 802.11p and cellular-V2X (C-
V2X) Mode 4 using DTMC based models, while considering parallel multi-priority
data streams. The overall model consists of four queue models with their respec-
tive traffic generators, which are appropriately linked with the DTMCs modeling
the MAC layer operations of IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4. Closed-form so-
lutions for the steady-state probabilities of the models are obtained, which are then
utilized to derive expressions for key performance indicators at the MAC layer.
Numerical results are provided to draw insights on the MAC layer performance of
the two technologies. IEEE 802.11p is comparatively superior in average delay,
and at maintaining fairness among multi-priority data streams, whereas C-V2X
Mode 4 exhibits better collision resolution, which leads to its higher throughput.
The chapter also includes design insights on possible performance enhancements
for future releases.

4.1 Introduction

4.1.1 Background and Motivation

Supporting multi-priority data streams plays a pivotal role in satisfying the strin-
gent QoS requirements set for V2X communications. Against this backdrop, the
ETSI ITS G5 [32] has defined four traffic classes that utilize different broadcast
packets, namely, DENM, HPD, CAM, and MHD, for V2X communication. Each
packet type has its own frequency of generation, number of repetitions, latency
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constraints, and a level of priority. The different packet types allow the two en-
abling technologies of V2X, which are IEEE 802.11p and cellular-V2X (C-V2X),
to cater a multitude of ITS applications having varying QoS requirements.

The periodic transmission of CAM packets governs information sharing, such
as position, dynamics and attributes, and facilitates cooperative awareness [84].
HPD, DENM, and MHD, on the other hand, are event-driven messages utilized
to communicate random events such as human or environment initiated distur-
bances [85]. DENM are used in comparatively less critical scenarios, such as
roadwork warnings and safety function out of normal condition warnings, com-
pared to HPD, which are utilized for highly critical scenarios such as emergency
electronic brake light warnings. MHD are the relayed DENM packets from other
vehicles, and they get the lowest priority upon transmission because a vehicle
gives more priority for its own packets. The parallel operation of multi-priority
broadcast data streams and the strict latency and reliability constraints in V2X
communications make the MAC layer operation of the two enabling technologies
of V2X crucial, which triggers our motivation for this study.

IEEE 802.11p [18] is the first WiFi-based standard designed explicitly for
vehicular communications. The MAC layer operation of IEEE 802.11p stems
from the well-known CSMA/CA technique. The EDCA mechanism [20] was
introduced for IEEE 802.11p to allow the vehicle to accommodate differential
QoS levels through four access categories (ACs), namely voice ACvo, video ACvi,
best-effort ACbe, and background ACbk. These ACs have different parameters
for channel contention such that the QoS requirements of multiple data traffic
classes can be met. Each AC also has an associated packet type, with a defined
priority level [32]. In this chapter, we focus on the European version of 802.11p
termed as the ETSI ITS-G5 IEEE 802.11p. C-V2X Mode 4 introduced in 3GPP
Release 14, that has similar capabilities to IEEE 802.11p, can be considered to
be the main competing technology [30, 86]. C-V2X Mode 4 uses the distributed
sensing mechanism called SPS [31] to forecast and schedule free radio resources.
However, there is no special mechanism to support multi-priority data streams in
C-V2X Mode 4 similar to EDCA in IEEE 802.11p. Differential QoS is achieved
by giving preference to higher priority packets, upon a transmission opportunity.
This chapter primarily focuses on utilizing DTMCs for analytical modeling of the
MAC layer operations of ETSI ITS-G5 IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4, in the
presence of parallel multi-priority data streams.
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4.1.2 Related Works and Novel Contributions

Several research works that focus on the MAC layer performance of IEEE 802.11p
in the presence of parallel multi-priority data streams can be identified in the
literature [59,60,79–81]. The initial work on the MAC layer performance modeling
of the IEEE 802.11p EDCA mechanism considered only a selective subset of the
four ACs [79–81]. Subsequently, the authors of [59] and [60] considered the parallel
operation of all four ACs in their DTMC-based modeling, and can be considered
to be closely related to our work. Our model firstly improves slight inconsistencies
of [59] and [60] with the standard, in terms of broadcast traffic. However, the main
novelty in our work is the increased modeling granularity. This allows us to study
the MAC layer operations for each aSlotT ime, which is the smallest time unit
in the IEEE 802.11p standard, similar to Chapter 3. The increased granularity
makes our model more complex, but in turn, more accurate than [59] and [60].
We precisely model the waiting times of different ACs before resuming channel
contention, enabling us to correctly capture the effect of prioritization among the
ACs, which are not done in [59] and [60]. An AC bearing a higher priority can
initiate transmission during the long waiting period of an AC with lower priority.
Transmission delays are also calculated more accurately than in [59] and [60] by
taking the payload size into account.

Performance analysis of C-V2X Mode 4 has become an active research area
recently. The related works can be mainly categorized as simulation [22, 74] and
analytical modeling based studies [75,76,96,101]. The authors of [22] present the
first open-source simulator for C-V2X Mode 4 by utilizing the NS3 software, and
study the performance of the technology. A similar study using the VEINS open-
source framework is presented in [74]. The first analytical model for the MAC
layer operations of C-V2X Mode 4 is proposed in [75]. The chapter considers
a PHY layer model to capture the effect of distance between the vehicles, and
the MAC layer operation is handled by the SPS algorithm [31]. The authors
then obtain analytical expressions for several performance measures at the MAC
layer as a function of the distance between the communicating nodes. In [76],
the authors compare the MAC layer performance of C-V2X Mode 4 with IEEE
802.11p for the transmission of periodic and aperiodic messages, having both
fixed and variable sizes. The chapter highlights certain inefficiencies of the SPS
algorithm when transmitting aperiodic messages with variable sizes. The first
DTMC-based analytical model for the MAC layer operations of C-V2X Mode 4
is proposed in [96, 101]. The overall model in this chapter stems on this model,
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while additionally capturing the effect of parallel multi-priority data streams.
The model also considers the requirement of adjusting the selection window size
based on the number of vehicles, to facilitate the radio resource selection process
according to the SPS algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work that focuses on the MAC layer performance of C-V2X Mode 4 in the presence
of parallel multi-priority data streams.

The main contributions of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

• Modeling multi-priority packets: We model the generation of multi-
priority data packets, namely HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD, by utilizing
four DTMCs. The separate DTMCs provide us the flexibility of altering
the traffic arrival patterns of the individual packet types, and create a more
realistic V2X communication scenario compared to the simpler models with
predefined traffic rates used in [59] and [60]. We use four more DTMCs to
model the device-level packet queues of the generated packet types, and
each generator model is appropriately coupled with its queue model.

• Modeling the MAC layer operations: We then model the MAC layer
operations of each V2X enabling technology using DTMCs. These models
are appropriately coupled with the generator and queue models while taking
priority levels among data streams into consideration. The priority man-
agement makes this work significantly different from Chapter 3, in terms
of the overall models, as well as the results and the drawn insights. Since
Chapter 3 neglects the priority levels of the packets, the generated packets
are transmitted in the order of generation.

• Performance analysis: We utilize the closed-form steady-state probabil-
ities of the DTMCs to derive expressions for the average delay, collision
probability, throughput, and the channel utilization.

• Comparison of the two technologies: We then present an application
of the models. We first highlight the importance of taking all four parallel
data streams into consideration when studying the MAC layer performance
of the two technologies, by comparing with a scenario where only a sub-
set of the packet types is utilized for communication. We compare the
two technologies using the derived performance measures while providing
insights on the synchronous operation of multi-priority data streams. In
particular, IEEE 802.11p is superior in average delay, but exhibits a higher
number of collisions compared to C-V2X Mode 4. Also, it can be seen that
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IEEE 802.11p treats multi-priority data streams more fairly compared to
its counterpart, thanks to its inbuilt EDCA mechanism.

• Insights on performance enhancements: The numerical evaluations
are used to draw insights on how the performance of each technology can
be enhanced in the presence of parallel multi-priority data streams. We also
present comparisons with similar results obtained according to the models in
Chapter 3 to highlight the significance of priority management in the MAC
layer performance. These insights can contribute in the evolution of these
two technologies into new radio V2X (NR-V2X) and IEEE 802.11bd [57,58].

The chapter is organized as follows. The DTMCs and the evaluation of the
dependencies among the DTMCs are presented in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3,
respectively. The performance analysis follows in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 consists
of the numerical results and discussion, and Section 4.6 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Analytical Models

This section presents the DTMC-based analytical models utilized to study the
effect of concurrent multi-priority data streams on the MAC layer performance
of IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4. A DTMC is a stochastic model that
describes a random process utilizing a discrete set of states in discrete-time, and
follows the Markov property, i.e., the future evolution of the process depends
only on the present state. A state change in a DTMC is called a transition,
and the associated probability is called the transition probability. DTMCs have
been studied for decades to model a wide range of real-world applications [69].
There are two main reasons for using DTMC for this study. Firstly, DTMC-
based modeling facilitates improved granularity in the models. This enables us
to precisely model the MAC layer operations in discrete time. Secondly, the
memoryless property of DTMCs makes the analysis mathematically tractable.
All DTMCs in this chapter are aperiodic and irreducible, thus they are ergodic.
Hence, a steady-state distribution for each model exists [97]. The models cater
for both periodic and event-driven traffic (non-saturated transmission conditions),
but do not account for phenomena at the PHY layer such as mobility, distance,
and speed. We consider a vehicular network of N vehicles, and we use v to denote
the target vehicle.

The overall models for IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4 are presented in
Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b, respectively. In our notations, we use subscripts H, D, C,
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart illustrating the overall models.
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and M to differentiate between HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD, respectively, and
superscripts 11p and v2x to differentiate between IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode
4. The overall models consist of multiple interrelated DTMCs. The parameters
that introduce dependencies among the DTMCs, (e.g., ↵k

l
, ↵k

1,l, �k

l
, P k

qe,l
, P 11p

t,l
,

P
v2x
t

, P 11p
arr,l

, P v2x
qe

, P v2x
arr

, for l 2 {H,D,C,M}, k 2 {11p, v2x}), are introduced
formally later in the section, while discussing the related DTMCs. Firstly, we use
a common structure of four DTMCs to model the generation of HPD, DENM,
CAM, and MHD packets, for both technologies. We refer to them as packet
generators, and the priority order of serving these packets is as follows: HPD >

DENM > CAM > MHD. The common structure for packet generation facilitates
a fair performance comparison of the two technologies. Secondly, we use four
DTMCs to model the device-level packet queues of the generated packet types.
The queue models introduced for the two technologies are slightly different from
one another.

The overall models differ significantly in the third stage that consists of the
DTMCs modeling the MAC layer operations. IEEE 802.11p allows the vehicle
to accommodate differential QoS levels through four ACs, namely, voice ACvo

utilized for HPD packets, video ACvi utilized for DENM packets, best-effort ACbe

utilized for CAM packets, and background ACbk utilized for MHD packets [32].
Thus, the MAC layer operations of IEEE 802.11p are modeled using four separate
DTMCs (one for each AC), as shown in Figure 4.1a, while incorporating the effect
of priority. On the other hand, the MAC layer operation of C-V2X Mode 4 does
not directly consider priority levels upon transmission. Therefore, a single DTMC
is used to model the MAC layer operation, while considering the resultant effect of
the generators and the queues, as shown in Figure 4.1b. The priority management
is incorporated in the queues, which leads to the aforementioned difference in the
queue models of the two technologies. Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b also illustrate the
iterative solving procedure of these models, which we explain in detail in Section
4.5. Next, we present further details on the individual DTMCs.

4.2.1 Packet Generators

HPD, DENM, and MHD are all randomly generated packets, thus we model their
arrivals through Poisson arrival processes of intensity �m, where m 2 {H,D,M}.
Due to their critical nature, HPD and DENM packets are repeated at fixed peri-
ods of TH and TD, respectively, for added reliability [78]. This means the HPD
and DENM generators capture two distinct packet types: a Poisson-based trig-
gered generation and the subsequent fixed-period repeat packet generation. Upon
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a trigger, an HPD packet is transmitted KH times, and a DENM packet is trans-
mitted KD times, periodically. MHD packets are generated by neighboring vehi-
cles, and supposed to be forwarded by vehicle v with the lowest priority. Hence,
these packets are not repeated, and the number of repetitions of an MHD packet
KM is set at one. CAM packets, on the other hand, have a periodic packet ar-
rival pattern, and the inter-arrival time TC takes a value between 100 ms and
1000 ms [84].

The four generator models are illustrated using a single figure (Figure 4.2).
DTMCs for the generation of CAM and DENM packets are introduced in Chapter
3, and in this chapter, we have included two more variants of DENM, which are
HPD and MHD. All four models are presented in this chapter for completeness
and consistency in notations. The parts common to all generators are represented
using solid lines, and different line styles are used to highlight the parts specific
to a certain generator appropriately. The three event-driven generators consist
of state (Idle) to account for the periods with no generated packets. Note that
since KM = 1, the MHD generator simplifies into a two state DTMC model
which consists of (idle) and (tx, 0) states. The triggered generation of MHD
packets is represented by the transition from state (idle) to (tx, 0) with probability
1 � e

��M T̃ . State (tx, 0) represents packet generation, and since KM = 1, the
transition back to (Idle) happens with probability 1.

The other three packet types (HPD, DENM, and CAM) share similarities with
regards to the periodicity. In these generators, states (i, 0), i 2 {tx, tx0}, represent
the packet generation, where tx and tx

0 are used to represent whether the previ-
ously generated packet has been transmitted, or not, respectively. The waiting
time between the generation of two packets, denoted by Tn ms, n 2 {H,D,C},
is represented by states (i, j), i 2 {tx, tx0} and j 2 [0, Tn � 1], with a mod-
eling granularity of aSlotT ime =13 µs for IEEE 802.11p, and a subframe of
1 ms for C-V2X Mode 4. Not having a transmission opportunity upon gener-
ation requires the packet to wait for an opportunity, which is represented by
states (tx0

, j), j 2 [1, Tn � 1]. A state transition from (tx0
, j) to (tx, j � 1),

j 2 [1, Tn � 1], represents a successful transmission. For each technology, we use
Pk

n
, where n 2 {H,D,C} and k 2 {11p, v2x}, to capture the effect of the respec-

tive packet transmitting probabilities in the generator models. To this end, for
n 2 {H,D,C}, P11p

n
= P

11p
t,n , and Pv2x

n
= P

v2x
t

, as shown in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b.
These parameters link the generators with the DTMCs modeling the MAC layer
operation. The variables associated with the generator models are tabulated in
Table 4.1 at the end of this section for the ease of reference.
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Figure 4.2: HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD packet generators.

4.2.2 Packet Queues

Each packet type has its own queue with the common general structure similar to
the one introduced in Chapter 3, as shown in Figure 4.3. State (i, l), i 2 [0, Qmax]

and l 2 {H,D,C,M}, represents a queue of length i, such that Q
max is the

maximum length. A transition from state (i, l) to state (i + 1, l), which is in-
crementing the queue, or state (i � 1, l), which is decrementing the queue, de-
pends on packet generation and transmission, respectively. For l 2 {H,D,C,M}
and k 2 {11p, v2x}, P

k

qe,l
denotes the probability of having an empty queue,

P
k

qne,l
= 1�P

k

qe,l
, and P

k

arr,l
denotes the conditional probability of a new packet of

type l arriving given its respective queue is empty. Note that although having the
same structure, the transition probabilities of the queue models differ according
to the packet type and the technology.

The overall device-level packet queues for the two technologies are different
from each other as stated earlier, and they are significantly different to the one
presented in Chapter 3. Since Chapter 3 does not consider any priority manage-
ment among the packets, the generated packets are stored in a composite queue
in the order of generation, for transmission. The priority handling in this chap-
ter is incorporated through the ACs in IEEE 802.11p, thus the queue models
can be directly coupled with the appropriate ACs as shown in Figure 4.1a. On
the other hand, there is only one DTMC to model the MAC layer operations in
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l ∈ {H,D,C,M}, k ∈ {11p, v2x}

Figure 4.3: The common queue structure for HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD
packets.

C-V2X Mode 4. Thus, the four packet-level queues are incorporated such that
a resultant queue which simultaneously considers priority levels, is coupled with
the DTMC modeling the MAC layer operations, as shown in Figure 4.1b. The
resultant queue also takes the same structure shown in Figure 4.3, and the pri-
ority is incorporated through appropriately setting the transition probabilities,
which we discuss in detail in Section 4.4. Similar to the individual queues, P v2x

qe

and P
v2x
arr

denote the queue empty and conditional packet arrival probabilities of
the resultant queue, respectively, and P

v2x
qne

= 1� P
v2x
qe

. The variables associated
with the queue models are tabulated in Table 4.1 at the end of this section for
the ease of reference.

4.2.3 DTMC Models for the Four ACs of IEEE 802.11p

In this subsection, we present the DTMCs used to model the behavior of each AC
in IEEE 802.11p. We use index i 2 AC = {vo, vi, be, bk} to differentiate between
the parameters related to voice (HPD), video (DENM), best-effort (CAM), and
background (MHD), respectively, and the DTMC model illustrated in Figure
4.4 is used to describe the MAC layer operations of ACi. To this end, vehicle
v is at state (Idlei), and remains in this state if the packet queue for ACi is
empty1. When a packet arrives, vehicle v listens for an AIFS duration. The
AIFS duration for ACi, denoted by AIFSi, is calculated according to AIFSi =

aSIFST ime + AIFSNi ⇥ aSlotT ime, where aSlotT ime is 13 µs, aSIFST ime

is 32 µs, and arbitration inter-frame spaces number of ACi (AIFSNi) is selected
according to the AC from the standard [1]. For ACi, let Ci denote the minimum
contention window size, and ⌦i = dAIFSi/aSlotT imee. States (Aj

i
) for j 2

{1, . . . ,⌦i} represent this listening time. If the channel stays idle in this duration,
the vehicle transmits, which is represented by states (Ti, j), j 2 {1, . . . ,#}, in

1This chapter presents a more precise definition of state (Idlei) compared to the one in [102].
The subsequent derivations and the expressions for performance indicators differ accordingly.
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which # ⇥ aSlotT ime is the time taken for the transmission. This is in fact the
time taken to transmit 134 bytes over a 6 Mbps control channel (CCH) [32]

However, if the channel is found to be occupied within the listening period,
the vehicle waits for the transmission to end. This # ⇥ aSlotT ime duration is
modeled by states (Bi, j), j 2 {1, . . . ,#}. State (A1

i
) depicts the special case of

a packet arrival while the channel is busy. In such a case, the vehicle may not
have to wait for #⇥ aSlotT ime until the channel becomes free again. Thus, the
waiting duration can be written as J ⇥ aSlotT ime, where integer J is random
and uniform in [1,#]. Therefore, the transition from state (A1

i
) is different from

the transitions from (Aj

i
) for j 2 {2, . . . ,⌦i}. We can also notice a difference

in the transition probabilities. The two transition probabilities represent slight
variations of the probability of the channel being busy. At states (Aj

i
), where

j 2 {2, . . . ,⌦i}, the channel has remained idle for at least one aSlotT ime interval.
Thus, if vehicle v can sense transmission at one of these states, the transmission
from a neighboring vehicle must have just initiated. Hence, the transmitting
vehicle should be at the first transmitting state. This restriction does not exist
at (A1

i
), and the transmitting vehicle can be at any transmitting state.

After vehicle v reaches (Bi,#), where the channel is supposed to be idle again,
it initiates a backoff by randomly and uniformly selecting a backoff counter value
from [0, Ci]. Each counter value gives rise to a specific backoff stage with both
counter values zero and one leading to stage zero, according to the standard.
During backoff, the vehicle waits for an AIFS duration before sensing the channel
again, and this wait is represented by states (b, Aj

i
), j 2 {1, . . . , (⌦i � 1)}, for

counter value b 2 {0, . . . , (Ci � 1)}. During the wait, the vehicle senses the
channel after each aSlotT ime interval. If it finds the channel to be busy, it
waits #⇥ aSlotT ime for the transmission of the neighboring vehicle to end. This
duration is represented by states (�b

i
, j), for j 2 {1, . . . ,#}. Upon the completion

of the transmission of the neighboring vehicle, the vehicle waits for another AIFS

duration at the same backoff stage. The process continues until the channel is
found to be free at state (Ii, b). Observation of a free channel at state (Ii, b) leads
to decrementing the backoff counter to arrive at state (Ii, b � 1). The channel
being free at state (Ii, 0) gives the vehicle the opportunity to transmit.

The ACs with a higher priority have a shorter AIFS duration, and ACbk,
which is the AC with the lowest priority, has the longest duration. Thus, Figure
4.4 in fact illustrates the DTMC model for ACbk. The DTMC models for the
other three ACs that have shorter AIFS duration values can be obtained by
appropriately excluding states and transitions (as illustrated) from Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: DTMC models for the MAC layer operations of the four ACs in IEEE
802.11p.
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For the backoff stage value b, the transition from states (b, A⌦bk�j

i
), where j 2

{1, . . . , (⌦bk �⌦vo)}, to state (�b

i
,1), can only happen due the arrival of a higher

priority packet. As an example, for ACbk, this can happen due to the arrival
of a HPD, DENM or CAM packet. Let the channel busy ratio ✓i denote the
probability of the channel being busy for ACi. Then, ⇣ = ✓vo, ⇠ = (✓vo + ✓vi),
and ⌥ =

P
i2AC\{bk} ✓i. The variables associated with the DTMC are tabulated

in Table 4.1 at the end of this section for the ease of reference.

4.2.4 DTMC Model for C-V2X Mode 4

C-V2X Mode 4 utilizes the SPS algorithm for radio resource allocation [31]. The
SPS algorithm is specially designed for identifying the available CSRs and al-
locating them for communication without the aid of the cellular infrastructure.
Upon allocation, the vehicle uses the radio resource RC times, where RC is called
the reselection counter. The value RC is selected uniformly and randomly from
[Rl, Rh], where Rl and Rh denote the lower and upper bounds for RC, respec-
tively. Let Psch denote the probability of allocating a suitable CSR for a vehicle
by utilizing the SPS algorithm. � denotes the length of the selection window.
This is the time allocated for CSR selection, and is defined as the maximum tol-
erable latency in the standard [30]. Each selection window size has its respective
range for RC. According to the standard, the three selection window sizes are,
� = 100 ms with RC 2 [5, 15], � = 50 ms with RC 2 [10, 30] and � = 20 ms
with RC 2 [25, 75] [86].

We assume that Psch = 1 without any loss of generality as it is unlikely that a
vehicle ends up without any radio resources to transmit according to the standard.
However, the selection window size should be appropriately increased with the
number of vehicles in the network to maintain this condition. Let CSRtot,� denote
the total number of CSRs in a selection window of � duration. For example,
according to [30], a 1 ms subframe contains 100 RB. Transmitting a payload of 100
bytes using 64 QAM modulation requires at least 4 RBs. Thus, a subframe can
hold 25 CSRs, which means CSRtot,20 = 500. The maximum number of vehicles
that the system can support for each selection window size while maintaining
Psch = 1 is denoted by Nm,� = 0.8 ⇥ CSRtot,� according to the standard [31].
The DTMC model for the MAC layer operations is illustrated in Figure 4.5. We
note that this model for C-V2X Mode 4 was first introduced in Chapter 3. We
present a summary of this model for completeness.
State Idle represents the idle state with either no packets or no CSRs to transmit.
The waiting time before transmitting a newly arrived packet is modeled using
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states (w, j), j 2 [0,� � 2], and these states are assumed equiprobable. The
vehicle uniformly selects a random value for RC after this waiting period. States
(i, 0), where i 2 [1, Rh] depicts the current RC value, represent transmission
opportunities. Upon a transmission opportunity, the system stays in the current
RC value for � ms if the queue is empty, or otherwise, transmits and moves
to (RC � 1, � � 1). If the queue is not empty at (1, 0), the vehicle opts for
a new radio resource with probability 1 � Prk, or else continue using the same
radio resource, where Prk 2 [0, 0.8] according to the standard [31]. The variables
associated with all the DTMCs presented in this section are tabulated in Table
4.1 for the ease of reference.

4.3 Evaluation of the Dependencies among the DTMCs

In this section, we derive expressions for the parameters that introduce depen-
dencies among the DTMCs as shown in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b, by utilizing the
steady-state solutions of each DTMC. We denote the steady-state probability
of an arbitrary state (A) by ⇡

k

A
, where k 2 {11p, v2x}. We first focus on the

generator models.

4.3.1 Generator Models

The parameters that introduce dependencies among the generators and the queue
models are the queue advancing transition probabilities ↵k

l
and ↵

k

1,l, and the queue
servicing transition probabilities �

k

l
, for l 2 {H,D,C,M} and k 2 {11p, v2x}.

To this end, we have

↵
k

i
= ⇡

k

i,(tx0,0),

↵
k

1,i = ⇡
k

i,(tx,0)

✓
1� 1

Ki

◆
(1� Pk

i
), for i 2 {H,D},

↵
k

C
= ⇡

k

C,(tx0,0),

↵
k

1,C = ⇡
k

C,(tx,0)(1� Pk

C
),

↵
k

1,M = ↵
k

M
= (1� e

��M T̃ ), where k 2 {11p, v2x}.

T̃ is aSlotT ime for IEEE 802.11p, and subframe for C-V2X Mode 4. Moreover,
P11p

n
= P

11p
t,n and Pv2x

n
= P

v2x
t

for n 2 {H,D,C}, and the expressions for the
steady-state probabilities of the generator models are presented in Appendix 4.7.1.

The queue servicing transition probabilities related to the four queue models
associated with IEEE 802.11p are given by �

11p
n

= P
11p
t,n

P
Tn�1
j=1 ⇡

11p
n,(tx0,j), for n 2
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Table 4.1: The parameters of the analytical models.

Parameters Description
For i 2 {vo, vi, be, bk}, m 2 {H,D,M}, l 2 {H,D,C,M}, n 2 {H,D,C},
and k 2 {11p, v2x}:
Generator models
�m Arrival rate of packet m.
Pk

l
The transmission probability of packet l.

Km Number of repetitions of packet m.
Tn Repetition interval of packet n.
Queue models
Q

max The maximum queue length.
P

k

qe,l
Queue empty probability of packet l.

P
v2x
qe

Queue empty probability of the C-V2X resultant queue.
P

k

qne,l
1� P

k

qe,l
.

P
v2x
arr

Conditional packet arrival probability of the C-V2X
resultant queue.

IEEE 802.11p model
AIFSNi Arbitration inter-frame spacing number of ACi.
AIFSi Arbitration inter-frame spacing of ACi.
aSlotT ime The smallest time unit of the IEEE 802.11p protocol (13 µs).
⌦i AIFSi/aSlotT ime.

#
The number of aSlotT ime taken to transmit a 134 bytes
packet over a 6 Mbps CCH.

Ci The minimum contention window size for ACi.
C-V2X Mode 4 model
� The selection window size.
Prk The probability of using the same radio resource.

Psch

The probability of allocating a suitable CSR for a vehicle
by utilizing the SPS algorithm.

Rh The upper bound for RC.
Rl The lower bound for RC.
RC The reselection counter value.
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Figure 4.5: DTMC model for the MAC layer operations of C-V2X Mode 4.
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{H,D,C}, and �
11p
M

= P
11p
t,M

, where P
11p
t,M

denotes the transmit probability of
MHD packet in IEEE 802.11p. Although the queue advancing transition prob-
abilities are of similar form for both enabling technologies, there is a variation
in the queue servicing transition probabilities since the priority management is
incorporated in the queue models for C-V2X Mode 4. This means, the packets
in the lower priority queues are only served if there are no packets in the higher
priority queues, thus we have

�
v2x
H

=
TH�1X

j=1

⇡
v2x
H,(tx0,j)P

v2x
t

,

�
v2x
D

=
TD�1X

j=1

⇡
v2x
D,(tx0,j)P

v2x
t

P
v2x
qe,H

,

�
v2x
C

=
TC�1X

j=1

⇡
v2x
C,(tx0,j)P

v2x
t

P
v2x
qe,H

P
v2x
qe,D

,

�
v2x
M

= P
v2x
t

Y

n2{H,D,C}

P
v2x
qe,n

.

We can also observe dependencies between the generator models and the
DTMCs introduced for the MAC layer operations. To this end, for k 2 {11p, v2x},
we have P

k

arr,m
= (1� e

��mT̃ ) for m 2 {H,D,M}, and P
k

arr,C
= ⇡

C

tx,0 + ⇡
C

tx0,0. The
packet arrival probability for the resultant queue in C-V2X Mode 4 is given by

P
v2x
arr

= P
v2x
arr,H

+ P
v2x
arr,D

P
v2x
qe,H

+ P
v2x
arr,C

P
v2x
qe,H

P
v2x
qe,D

+ P
v2x
arr,M

Y

n2{H,D,C}

P
v2x
qe,n

.

4.3.2 Queue Models

Next, we focus on the dependencies among the queue models and the DTMCs for
the MAC layer operations, which are the probabilities of the queues being empty.
These values can be obtained through the steady-state probability of the zeroth
state in each queue, and can be written as

⇡
k

0,l =


1 + ↵

k

1,l

✓
1� (�k

l
)�Q

max
(↵k

l
)Q

max
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for l 2 {H,D,C,M} and k 2 {11p, v2x}. The queue empty probability of the
resultant queue in C-V2X Mode 4 is given by P

v2x
qe

=
Q

l2{H,D,C,M} P
v2x
qe,l

.
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4.3.3 Models for the MAC Layer Operations

The transmission probabilities introduce the dependencies between the DTMCs
modeling the MAC layer operations and their associated generator models. Fur-
ther evaluation of these parameters requires the steady-state solutions and the
transition probabilities of the DTMCs modeling the MAC layer operations. The
steady-state solutions of the DTMCs modeling the different ACs in IEEE 802.11p
are presented in Appendix 4.7.1. With regards to the transition probabilities in
Figure 4.4, it is not hard to show that

�vo = [1� (1� P
11p
arr,H

)P 11p
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These values can be computed utilizing the dependency parameters from the
queue and generator models. Moreover, we consider
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which can be used subsequently to obtain expressions for ✓i for i 2 AC. For an
example,
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With these transition probabilities, the transmit probability of each packet type
can be obtained by summing the steady-state probabilities of the transmit states
of the appropriate AC, i.e., P 11p

t,l
=
P

#

j=1 ⇡Ti,j
for l 2 {H,D,C,M}, where index

i represents the appropriate AC such that i 2 AC.

A similar approach can be used to obtain an expression for P v2x
t

. Firstly, the
transition probabilities can be calculated utilizing the dependency parameters
from the queue and generator models. Then, the probability of transmission op-
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portunity can be found by summing the steady state probabilities of the transmit
states, i.e., Ptxo =

P
Rh

j=1 ⇡j,0, where the expressions for the steady-state probabil-
ities are listed in Appendix 4.7.1. Finally, we have P

v2x
t

= Ptxo ⇥ P
v2x
qne

.

4.4 Performance Analysis

This section focuses on deriving expressions for few key performance metrics at
the MAC layer.

4.4.1 Average Delay

Firstly, we focus on the average delay between generation and transmission. The
delay value captures the waiting time in the queue (queuing delay), and the delay
in accessing radio resources (access delay). This can be calculated through the
cycle time of the DTMCs modeling the MAC layer operations, and the steady-
state probabilities of the DTMCs modeling the queues. We present expressions
for the average delay through the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let index i 2 AC represent the respective AC for l 2 {H,D,C,M}.
The average delay for multi-priority data streams in IEEE 802.11p is given by

d
11p
avg,l

= aSlotT ime[(1� ⇡idlei
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Q
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.

For C-V2X Mode 4, it is given by

d
v2x
avg,l

=
Q

maxX

j=1

2j � 1

2Ptxo

⇡
v2x
j,l

/(1� P
v2x
qe,l

).

Proof. See Appendix 4.7.2.

4.4.2 Probability of Collision

According to the IEEE 802.11p standard, a collision occurs when two or more
vehicles initiate their transmission simultaneously, or two or more data streams
of a given vehicle initiate the transmission simultaneously (self-collision). On the
other hand, a collision occurs in C-V2X Mode 4 due to an overlap in the selection
windows of nearby vehicles, as explained in Chapter 3. The overlap may lead
to them choosing the same CSR for transmission. The expressions for collision
probability are as follows.
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Lemma 6. The collision probability of IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4 are
given by
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respectively.

Proof. See Appendix 4.7.2.

4.4.3 Average Channel Utilization and Throughput

The average channel utilization is the fraction of time any available channel re-
source is used for transmission by at least one vehicle. The channel resource is
the shared channel in IEEE 802.11p and any CSR in C-V2X Mode 4. In IEEE
802.11p, the channel utilization captures the probability of at least one vehicle
transmitting, thus it can be written as
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.

Moreover, the total throughput is the product of the bandwidth of the CCH and
the probability of exactly one vehicle transmitting, which is given by
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For C-V2X Mode 4, we are interested in finding the average channel utiliza-
tion within a single subframe. Therefore, channel utilization is normalized by
CSRtot,�/�, which is the total number of CSRs per subframe. Thus, the average
channel utilization can be written as

CU
v2x
avg

= P
v2x
t

N(1� P
v2x
col

)/[CSRs per Subframe].
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Moreover, the throughput can be written as

TP
v2x = Channel Bandwidth ⇥ CU

v2x
avg

.

4.5 Numerical Results and Discussion

In this section, we present numerical results to compare the MAC layer perfor-
mance of IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4 in the presence of concurrent multi-
priority data streams. The reference packet formats of HPD, DENM, CAM, and
MHD are set according to [84, 85]. We set TH = 100 ms and KH = 8 for HPD,
and TD = 500 ms and KD = 5 for DENM, to capture the difference in pri-
ority levels [85]. The standard in fact allows the vehicle to choose Ti and Ki,
i 2 {H,D}, based on the severity of the event. Moreover, we consider TC to be
between 100 ms and 1 s [84], and we set KM = 1. Adjusting TC dynamically
according to network performance is termed as adaptive CAM rate. The value
of �m, for m 2 {H,D,M}, is set at 0.1 packets/s, by considering the example
use case scenarios in [67]. For the purpose of maintaining Psch = 1, we have
Nm,20 = 400, Nm,50 = 1000 and Nm,100 = 2000. We set Prk = 0.4. In IEEE
802.11p, the CCH has a bandwidth of 10 MHz, and the transmission data rate
is 6 Mbps [1]. C-V2X Mode 4 utilizes a channel bandwidth of 10 MHz with a
transmission data rate of 20 Mbps [75].

Steady-state probabilities of the DTMCs are computed iteratively according
to the flowcharts in Figs. 4.1a and 4.1b. For example, in IEEE 802.11p, we start
solving the generator models sequentially according to their priority and then
solve the queue models sequentially according to priority. Finally, we sequentially
solve the AC models according to their precedence. This process is continued
iteratively until the parameters converge. The rate of convergence was not found
to be a bottleneck in the numerical evaluations, and all parameters in the models
did exhibit fast convergence. For example, the values for P 11p

qe,M
and P

v2x
qe,M

converge
after approximately 25 and 5 iterations, respectively, at N = 50. The convergence
rate increases with N for IEEE 802.11p and reduces slightly in C-V2X Mode 4
with increasing N . It was also observed that the parameters of the C-V2X Mode
4 models converge faster than its counterpart.

The parameter values are used subsequently to calculate the performance
measures introduced in Section 4.5, and we first compare the average delay. We
validate the results obtained for IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4 using simu-
lation tools NS3 and Matlab, respectively. For the IEEE 802.11p model valida-
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tion, we have used the NS3 code in [103], and we have modified it to support
multi-priority packets and multiple queues. Then, we have obtained the data for
validation through the simulation traces. For C-V2X Mode 4, we have first im-
plemented the periodic and Poisson arrivals for packet generation. Then, we have
used four arrays to model the queues of the generated packet types. The SPS
algorithm is then implemented according to the standard [31], and the results are
generated. Since C-V2X Mode 4 stems on a scheduling based access mechanism,
a discrete-event simulator is not mandatory for the validation, and hence, we have
resorted to a much simpler validation process using Matlab. For C-V2X Mode 4,
we have first implemented the generation of HPD, DENM, and MHD packets by
utilizing the inbuilt exponential random variable generation function of Matlab
to ascertain the generation times. The CAM packets are generated periodically.
Then we use four arrays to model the queues of the generated packet types. The
SPS algorithm is then implemented according to the standard [31]. The code
is executed for different values of N , and the performance parameters are ap-
propriately averaged for validation of the models. In this validation process, we
consider the parallel operation of all four data streams. The validation results are
presented by considering the parallel operation of all four data streams. Please
note that validation results for some curves have not been included as they affect
the clarity of the figures.

4.5.1 Average delay

The average delay is calculated according to Lemma 5, and the results are illus-
trated in Figure 4.6. As discussed in Chapter 3, it is clear that IEEE 802.11p
displays a lower average delay compared to C-V2X Mode 4, thanks to the rela-
tively short AIFS values when compared with the selection window sizes in C-
V2X Mode 4. The figures clearly illustrate priority management, with the higher
priority data streams experiencing lower average delays, in both technologies. In
IEEE 802.11p, this is achieved by allocating lower AIFS values and smaller con-
tention window sizes for higher priority ACs, whereas in C-V2X Mode 4, this
is achieved by giving preference to higher priority packets at every transmission
opportunity.

In particular, Figure 4.6 illustrates the behavior of the average delay with N .
We use the term single stream to refer to scenarios in which only one packet type
is used for communication, as in [73,75,101], and the term multiple streams to re-
fer to scenarios where the parallel operation of all four data streams is considered
as per the models in this chapter. The plots clearly highlight the importance of
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the motivation behind this work, as there is a large deviation, in particular for the
lower priority packets. Figure 4.6a confirms the effectiveness of the EDCA mech-
anism in IEEE 802.11p [102]. According to ETSI standard [67], the maximum
allowable latency in V2X communication is recommended to be less than 100 ms
for most use cases. We can see that IEEE 802.11p satisfies this requirement on
the average for packets of all priority levels, even in ultra-dense network settings.
This is not the case with C-V2X Mode 4, as shown in Figure 4.6b. The lower
priority data streams easily exceed this threshold value as soon as the network
becomes dense. However, HPD and DENM packets, which have the most crucial
latency constraints, satisfy the 100 ms delay constraints on the average, even in
ultra-dense networks.

Being consistent with Chapter 3, it can be noted from Figure 4.6b that the
average delay in C-V2X Mode 4 is mainly sensitive to �, exhibiting a step-wise
increase when � switches from a shorter to a longer value. Increasing � reduces
Ptxo, which in turn increases d

v2x
avg,l

in Lemma 5. For the CAM and MHD curves,
the average delay for the single stream is lower than multiple streams, which is
rather intuitive. However, for HPD and DENM, we can observe the average delay
slightly decreasing when switching from single to multiple streams. It has been
shown in Chapter 3 that selecting new CSR values leads to a reduction in average
delay compared to retaining the same CSR value. When considering multiple
parallel data streams, there are more packets to transmit, thus the vehicle gets
the chance to select new CSR values (RC = 1 condition) more frequently, which
leads to this slight reduction. It is interesting to note that Figure 4.6b illustrates
insignificant difference in average delay among data streams when � = 20 ms.
Small values of � lead to frequent transmission opportunities, and negligible queue
build up. This is not true when � is large, thus we can observe a significant
variation in the queuing delays among the multi-priority data streams.

Note that the difference in the average delay between the highest (HPD) and
the lowest (MHD) priority data streams is higher in C-V2X Mode 4 compared
to IEEE 802.11p. Thus, IEEE 802.11p can be considered to be fairer among
multi-priority data steams with regards to average delay. The ETSI ITS-G5
decentralized congestion control (DCC) algorithm for IEEE 802.11p proposes
regulating TC according to the utilization of the channel for congestion control.
To this end, TC can be increased to reduce the congestion. The reduction in
congestion in turn further reduces the delay in all data streams as shown in Figure
4.6c. There is no built-in technique to control TC in C-V2X Mode 4 adaptively.
This is an interesting avenue that can be further explored in future releases of
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C-V2X Mode 4.

0 500 1000 1500
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1
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(a) IEEE 802.11p, where TC = 100.

Figure 4.6: The behavior of the average delay with N .

4.5.2 Collision probability

The collision probability is calculated according to Lemma 6, and the results are
illustrated in Figure 4.7. The collision probability obviously increases with N .
However, it is interesting to note that C-V2X Mode 4 experiences a lower collision
probability than IEEE 802.11p. This implies that the SPS algorithm is superior
for collision resolution compared to its contention-based counterpart. Adaptive
CAM rate leads to a marginal improvement in the collision probability of IEEE
802.11p, but it is still comparatively high for N > 300. The observations imply
that C-V2X Mode 4 is the preferable choice for ultra-reliable communications.

The behavior of the collision probability of IEEE 802.11p with N is illustrated
in Figure 4.7a. The figure also highlights the significance of the motivation behind
this work, as there is a considerable deviation between the single and parallel
multiple streams. The collision probabilities are expected to increase further with
increasing packet generation rates. The equivalent results for C-V2X Mode 4 are
illustrated in Figure 4.7b. We can observe the collision probability increasing
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(b) C-V2X Mode 4, where TC = 100.
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(c) IEEE 802.11p with adaptive CAM rates.

Figure 4.6: The behavior of the average delay with N (Cont.).
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exponentially with N . When considering the single stream operations, there is
no major variation among the collision probabilities of the four packet types. A
similar observation can be made when comparing with parallel multiple streams.
Thus, only two curves are presented for clarity. The minor variations are due to
C-V2X Mode 4 using a schedule-based access mechanism. We note that � has a
significant impact on the collision probability. When � is increased to preserve
Psch = 1, i.e., at N = 400 and N = 1000, the collision probability reduces
significantly, as CSRtot,� increases when a vehicle switches from a shorter to a
longer selection window. The overall curve can be shifted down further if we
reduce the values of N at which the selection window switches, e.g., we switch it
at N = 300 and N = 800. However, we should note that this in turn increases
the average delay, thus, there is a clear trade-off. Therefore, the selection of
these thresholds should be made by considering the QoS requirements of the
V2X communication applications [67].

4.5.3 Throughput and Channel Utilization

The behavior of the throughput with N is illustrated in Figure 4.8. In IEEE
802.11p, we can observe that the throughput increases with N first, which is
rather intuitive. However, when more vehicles contend for transmission simulta-
neously, the delay and the collisions increase, and hence, the throughput starts
to decline. Although not seen in the figure, the curve for S11p

M
single stream tends

to decrease at large N values as well. Due to having no repetitions, MHD has
the lowest transmit rate, hence the lowest number of collisions. Thus, the value
of N at which the collisions and the delay start dominating the throughput is
comparatively large (N ⇡ 3500) for MHD. The value of N at which the declining
stage begins reduces when the data rates increase, which is expected. This can
be observed by comparing the single stream operations with the parallel multi-
ple streams, which has more frequent packet transmissions and higher collision
probability (see Figure 4.7a). The collisions also lead to lower throughput per
vehicle when parallel multi-priority data streams are used for communication.
Since we consider broadcast packets, the calculated average delay values in this
chapter only capture the latency from packet generation to packet transmission,
and not till successful packet reception. Hence, the probability of collision plays
an important role in the performance of the protocols. For example, Figure 4.7a
clearly exhibits that a small change in collision probability has a huge impact
on the overall performance in terms of throughput. We can also observe that
the throughput decreases further with the use of adaptive CAM rates. Adaptive
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(b) C-V2X Mode 4.

Figure 4.7: The behavior of the collision probability with N , where TC = 100 ms.
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CAM reduces the CAM packet generation rate when the channel is congested,
which in turn decreases the throughput.

On the other hand, in C-V2X Mode 4, we can observe that the throughput in-
creases with N , with a sudden reduction when the vehicle switches from a shorter
to a longer selection window size. This is due to the reduction in Ptxo, which is
proportional to P

v2x
t

. It is interesting to note that the parallel multiple stream
scenario of C-V2X Mode 4 exhibits higher throughput compared to the single
stream operations, unlike IEEE 802.11p. The following can be used to explain
this behavior. The collision probability in the scheduling based C-V2X Mode 4
is the same regardless of single or multiple streams. Therefore, multiple streams
lead to higher throughput for C-V2X. On the other hand, multiple streams ex-
hibit a higher collision probability compared to a single stream in contention
based IEEE 802.11p. Therefore, there is a trade-off between higher number of
packets and packet collisions. The collisions dominate, which leads to a single
stream exhibiting superior performance compared to multiple streams in terms of
throughput. Thus, it can be noted that C-V2X Mode 4 manages multi-priority
data streams in a better manner with regards to throughput, when compared
with IEEE 802.11p.

The behavior of the channel utilization with N is illustrated in Figure 4.9.
The parallel operation of multiple streams depict higher channel utilization for
both technologies. This implies that in an actual network, the channel is well
utilized by both of these technologies, with C-V2X Mode 4 having a slightly
lower utilization, comparatively. We can observe the channel utilization varying
with adaptive CAM rates and with selection window sizes. The behavior can be
explained using the same reasons provided for the throughput.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has presented analytical models for the MAC layer operations of
ITS-G5 IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4, considering four concurrent multi-
priority data streams. Four DTMC-based traffic generators have been used to
generate the HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD packets. The packet generation
parameters for each type of data stream have been selected according to ETSI
standards. Four device-level queue models have been used to feed the generated
multi-priority packets to the DTMCs modeling the MAC layer operations. The
steady-state probabilities of the models have been utilized to derive expressions
for key performance indicators at the MAC layer, which includes the average de-
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Figure 4.8: The behavior of the throughput with N , where TC = 100 ms.
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Figure 4.9: The behavior of the channel utilization with N , where TC = 100 ms.
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lay, collision probability, throughput, and channel utilization. Numerical exam-
ples have been presented for further insights. The results have firstly highlighted
the importance of considering all four parallel data streams when studying the
MAC layer performance of the two technologies. Priority management is imple-
mented successfully in both technologies, but it can be seen that IEEE 802.11p
treats multi-priority data streams more fairly compared to its counterpart, thanks
to its inbuilt EDCA mechanism. IEEE 802.11p is also superior in average delay,
but C-V2X Mode 4 exhibits better performance in terms of collision resolution,
in turn leading to higher throughput values as well. Further insights have been
presented on the possible improvements of both technologies.
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4.7 Appendix

4.7.1 The Steady-state Solutions for the DTMCs

Generator Models

For i 2 {H,D} and k 2 {11p, v2x}, we have
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Steady-state Solutions for States Specific to ACvo:
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h
Cvo(1� ✓̂s,vo)

i
for b = 0.

Steady-state Solutions for States Specific to ACvi:
For j 2 [1,#],

⇡�b

vi
,j
= ⇡Bvi,#

[✓vo + (Cvi � b� ✓vo) ✓̂s,vi]/
h
Cvi(1� ✓vo)(1� ✓̂s,vi)

i

for b 2 [2, (Cvi� 1)],

⇡�b

vi
,j
=⇡Bvi,#

[2✓vo + (Cvi � 2✓vo)✓̂s,vi]/
h
Cvi (1� ✓vo)

⇣
1� ✓̂s,vi

⌘i
for b = 0.

For j 2 [1, (⌦bk � 7)],

⇡
b,A

j

vi

= ⇡Bvi,#
[1 + (Cvi � b� 1)✓̂s,vi]/

h
Cvi(1� ✓̂s,vi) (1� ✓vo)

i

for b 2 [2, (Cvi�1)] ,

⇡
b,A

j

vi

= ⇡Bvi,#

⇣
2� 2✓̂s,vi + Cvi✓̂s,vi

⌘ h
Cvi

⇣
1� ✓̂s,vi

⌘
(1� ✓vo)

i
for b = 0.

Steady-state Solutions for States Specific to ACbe:
For j 2 [1,#], G1 = ✓vo + (1� ✓vo)

⇥
1� (1� ✓vo � ✓vi)3(1� ✓̂s,be)

⇤
,

⇡�b

be
,j
=
h
G1 + (Cbe � b� 1)✓̂s,be

i
/

h
Cbe(1� ✓vo)(1� ✓vo � ✓vi)

3(1� ✓̂s,be)
i

for b 2 [2, (Cbe � 1)] ,

⇡�b

be
,j
= [2G1 + (Cbe � 2) ✓̂s,be

i
/

h
Cbe (1� ✓vo) (1� ✓vo � ✓vi)

3(1� ✓̂s,be)
i

for b = 0.

For j 2 [1, (⌦bk�1)], G2(b) = ⇡Bbe,#
[1+(Cbe � b� 1) ✓̂s,be]/

h
Cbe

⇣
1� ✓̂s,be

⌘
(1� ✓vo)

(1� ✓vo � ✓vi)3
i
,

f1(j)=

(
1/(1� ✓vo) for j 2 [1, (⌦bk�4)]

(1�✓vo�✓vi)
b for j=(⌦bk�3+b) and b 2 {0, 1, 2}

.

⇡
b,A

j

be

= G2(b)f1(j)(1� ✓vo) for b 2 [2, Cbe � 1] ,

⇡
b,A

j

be

= G2(b)[2 + (Cbe � 2)✓̂s,be]/[1 + (Cbe � b� 1)✓̂s,be] for b = 0.
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Steady-state Solutions for States Specific to ACbk:
For j 2 [1,#], G3 = ✓vo+(1�✓vo)

⇥
1�(1�✓vo�✓vi)3[(1�

P
l2AC\{bk} ✓l)

3+(1�✓̂s,bk)]
⇤
,

⇡�b

bk
,j
=[G3 + (Cbk � b� 1)✓̂s,bk]/

h
Cbk(1� ✓vo(1� ✓vo � ✓vi)

3(1�
X

l2AC\{bk}

✓l)
3

(1� ✓̂s,bk)
i
for b 2 [2, (Cbk�1)],

⇡�b

bk
,j
=
h
2G3 + (Cbk � 2)✓̂s,bk

i
/[Cbk(1� ✓vo)(1� ✓vo � ✓vi)

3(1� ✓vo � ✓vi � ✓be)
3

(1�✓̂s,bk)] for b=0.

For j 2 [1, (⌦bk � 1)], G4(b) = ⇡Bbk,#
[1 + (Cbk � b� 1) ✓̂s,bk]/[Cbk(1 � ✓̂s,bk)(1 �

✓vo)(1� ✓vo � ✓vi)3(1�
P

l2AC\{bk} ✓l)
3],

f2(j)=

8
>><

>>:

1/(1� ✓vo) for j 2 [1, (⌦bk�7)]

(1�✓vo�✓vi)b for j=(⌦bk�6+b) and b 2 {0, 1, 2, 3}

(1�✓vo�✓vi)3(1�✓vo�✓vi�✓be)b+1 for j=(⌦bk�2 + b) and b 2 {0, 1}

.

⇡
b,A

j

bk

= G4(b)⇥ f2(j) for b 2 [2, Cbk � 1],

⇡
b,A

j

bk

= f2(j)(1� ✓vo)G4(b)[2 + (Cbk � 2)✓̂s,bk]/
h
1 + (Cbk � b� 1)✓̂s,bk

i
for b = 0.

By using the sum of steady-state probabilities, and appropriately substituting
the above derived steady-state probabilities, we can obtain ⇡idlei

for i 2 AC, which
can then be used to calculate all steady-state probabilities of interest.

C-V2X Mode 4 Model

State(Idle):
⇡Idle = �⇡w,0,

where � = (1� Prk)
⇥
(1/Psch)� 1

⇤⇥
P

v2x
arr

+ P
v2x
qne

�
1� Parr

�⇤�1.
States (w, i) for i 2 [0,�� 2]:

⇡w,j =
h
1� j

(�� 1)

ih
a⇡

v2x
Idle

+ (1� Prk)Psch⇡1,0Pqne

i
+ Prk⇡1,0Pqne,

where a =
�
P

v2x
arr

+ P
v2x
qne

� P
v2x
arr

P
v2x
qne

�
Psch.

States (i, j):

⇡i,j = ⇡w,0(Rh � i+ 1)/
⇥
(P v2x

qne
)2(1 +Rh �Rl)

⇤
for i 2 [Rl, Rh] , j 2 [1,�� 1] .
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States (i, 0):

⇡i,0 = ⇡w,0(Rh � i+ 1)/
⇥
P

v2x
qne

(1 +Rh �Rl)
⇤

for i 2 [Rl, Rh] .

States (i, j):

⇡i,j = ⇡w,0/P
v2x
qne

, for i 2 [1, Rl � 1] , j 2 [0,�� 1] .

Since the sum of probabilities is one, we have

⇡w,0 =
h
1��+�+

✓
�� 2

2

◆
[a�+2Prk+(1�Prk)Psch]+

⇥
�(Rh+Rl)/2P

v2x
qne

⇤i�1

.

4.7.2 Performance Metric Derivations
Average Delay Derivations: Proof of Lemma 5

For ACi, the cycle time of state (Ti, 1) can be written as aSlotT ime/⇡Ti,1, which
gives the average time taken to initiate two consecutive transmissions. We modify
this cycle time by scaling it by (1 � ⇡idlei

), which eliminates the time spent at
state (idlei) without any packets to transmit, as this cannot be considered to
be a part of the delay. We add (# � 1)aSlotT ime to this value to account for
the further time spent in transmission similar to Chapter 3. The delay will vary
depending on the length of the queue. Since we are dealing with the average
delay, we multiply by the resulting delay by the average queue length, which is
given by

P
Q

max

j=0 (j + 1)⇡11p
j,l

, where ⇡
11p
j,l

is the steady state probability of state j

of queue l. The proof for d
v2x
avg,l

can be obtained by following similar lines as in
Chapter 3, thus omitted in this chapter due to space limitations.

Collision Probability Derivations: Proof of Lemma 6

According to the IEEE 802.11p standard, a collision occurs when multiple vehi-
cles initiate their transmission simultaneously, or in the case of a self-collision.
Firstly, by eliminating the probabilities of no vehicles initiating transmission or
exactly one vehicle initiating transmission from the total probability, we get the
probability of two or more vehicles initiating their transmission simultaneously.
Then, we calculate the self-collision probability by considering a single vehicle,
and eliminating the probabilities of no data transmission or exactly one data
stream initiating transmission from the total probability. The summation of
these two probabilities gives the expression for P

11p
col

. The proof for P
v2x
col

can be
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obtained by following similar lines as in Chapter 3, thus omitted in this chapter
due to space limitations.
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Chapter 5

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT OF C-V2X MODE 4
UTILIZING MULTIPLE CANDIDATE
SINGLE-SUBFRAME RESOURCES

Prioritization of data streams in cellular vehicle-to-everything (C-V2X) may lead
to unfavorable packet delays in low-priority streams. This chapter studies allo-
cating multiple candidate single-subframe resources (CSRs) per vehicle as a solu-
tion. It proposes a methodology to determine the number of CSRs for each vehicle
based on the total number of neighboring vehicles, and to assign the multiple data
streams among them for simultaneous transmission. The numerical results high-
light the achievable delay gains of the proposed approach, and its negligible impact
on packet collisions.

5.1 Introduction

In Release 14, the 3GPP introduced C-V2X Mode 4 to support vehicular com-
munications without the support of cellular infrastructure. Therein, the MAC
layer plays a crucial role in handling stringent, but varying, delay and relia-
bility constraints of different V2X applications. The variable delay constraints
have necessitated the technologies to support multi-priority data streams [32]. In
Chapter 4, it has been shown that in the presence of multi-priority data streams,
the competing technology IEEE 802.11p [20] outperforms C-V2X Mode 4 in terms
of delay and priority management, thanks to its EDCA mechanism. Thus, ad-
dressing this issue is of importance for C-V2X Mode 4, specifically in avoiding
stale packets in lower priority data streams.

Limited work on enhancing the performance of C-V2X Mode 4 can be found
in the literature. Performance enhancement through variations in the transmit
power is studied in [83]. The work in [82] and [74] are more related, and they focus
on spectrum management and the SPS algorithm. In C-V2X Mode 4, vehicles use
the SPS algorithm in a distributed manner to sense the radio resources (called
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candidate single-subframe resources (CSRs) utilized by other vehicles in a sensing
window, and to select a CSR for its own transmission. To this end, [82] introduces
a weighted power averaging methodology for sensing the CSRs in the sensing
window. The authors of [74] show that re-selecting the same CSR used for the
previous transmission (reusing) more frequently, and using exponential sensing
window sizes under high channel load levels can lead to enhanced performance.
Both works limit their study to a single data stream at each vehicle. Moreover, as
the performance metric, they focus mainly on the packet reception ratio of C-V2X
Mode 4, which is known to be superior compared to its competing technology in
Chapter 4. Chapter 4 further highlight the lower channel utilization exhibited by
C-V2X Mode 4, which we try to exploit to ameliorate the pressing concerns on
delay and priority management.

In this chapter, we focus on multi-priority data streams, and study the possi-
bility of enhancing the performance of C-V2X Mode 4 by allocating multiple CSRs
for each vehicle, which in turn increases the channel utilization. The procedure
leads to two fundamental problems.

• Determining the number of CSRs for each vehicle: We determine
how many CSRs can be allocated to each vehicle based on the total number
of vehicles in the system.

• Allocating the multi-priority data streams among the CSRs: Hav-
ing established the number of CSRs, we introduce a procedure for allocating
the multi-priority data streams among the allocated CSRs.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed method using the DTMC-based
models in Chapter 4. The results show that the parallelism achieved by allocat-
ing multiple CSRs leads to significant reductions in the average delay, specially in
the low priority data streams. In general, this is achieved by allocating separate
CSRs for low priority data streams and allowing them more frequent transmission
opportunities, opposed to waiting till all higher priority queues are empty. We
can observe that the optimal group selection depends on the number of CSRs
available and the generation rates of each data stream. It should be noted that
increased packet collisions is the tradeoff of allocating multiple CSRs. However,
since C-V2X Mode 4 inherently has superior collision resolution, the increase is in-
cremental, and can be considered insignificant when compared with the perceived
benefits in terms of delay and priority management.

The chapter is organized as follows. The system model is presented in Section
5.2. Section 5.3 studies the allocation of multiple CSRs to a vehicle. Section 5.4
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presents the numerical results and the discussion, and Section 5.5 concludes the
chapter.

5.2 System Model

We consider a network where the target vehicle has N neighbouring vehicles, and
each vehicle transmits DENM, HPD, MHD and CAM. The priority order of serv-
ing these packets according to the standard is as follows: HPD > DENM > CAM
> MHD. We use subscripts i 2 I = {H,D,C,M} to differentiate between the pa-
rameters for HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD, respectively. The CAM packets are
generated periodically with a generation interval TC . HPD, DENM, and MHD are
randomly generated at an average generation rate of �m, for m 2 I \ {C}, based
on events initiated by human activity or environmental conditions. Thus, the
parameters related to packet generation can be written as P = {�H ,�D,�M , TC}.
The generated packets are queued separately, and transmitted according to their
level of priority, based on the SPS algorithm. For the simplicity of the study,
we assume that the packet generation rates are the same among all vehicles in
the network [75]. Let nCSR denote the number of CSRs allocated to each vehicle
such that nCSR 2 {1, 2, 3, 4} 1. To this end, CSRs are adjacent sub-channel sets
within the subframe that are large enough to fit in the SCI and the TB to be
transmitted.

In Chapter 4, a similar setup is modeled using DTMCs for nCSR = 1. The
overall model in Chapter 4 consists of four separate DTMCs that model the gen-
eration of the packet types of interest, four DTMCs that model their device-level
packet queues, and one DTMC that models the MAC layer operations related to
the transmission. We directly resort to the modeling techniques and the derived
performance measures in Chapter 4 to evaluate the performance achieved when
nCSR � 1. For a given CSR, A ⇢ P , N , and �, which is called the selection
window size in the SPS algorithm, act as the inputs to the model, as illustrated
in Figure 5.1. A is based on the data streams allocated to that particular CSR,
and the respective performance metrics which are functions of A act as the out-
puts of the model. To this end, we obtain the average delay of the l-th data
stream davg,l(A), for each l 2 B, the collision probability Pcol(A), and the channel
utilization CU(A) as outputs, where B ⇢ I is the corresponding set of indices
for A, e.g., A = {�H , Tc} ! B = {H,C}.

1We have selected the maximum value of nCSR to be four for simplicity as we consider four
multi-priority data streams. Conceptually, more than four CSRs can be allocated to a vehicle
given it has the necessary capabilities of handling the simultaneous transmissions.
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A

davg,l(A), l 2 B

Pcol(A)

CU(A)

DTMC
based
overall
model

N

�

Figure 5.1: The DTMC based overall model for a given CSR based on the mod-
eling techniques in Chapter 4.

We use an example scenario to further elaborate the inputs, outputs, and the
usage of the DTMCs. Consider an example where two CSRs are used at each
vehicle. Moreover, HPD and DENM data are allocated for the first CSR, and the
other two data streams are allocated for the second, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.
With regards to the first CSR, N , �, and A = {�H ,�D} act as the inputs, and
davg,H(�H ,�D), davg,D(�H ,�D), Pcol(�H ,�D) and CU(�H ,�D) act as the outputs.
Further on the DTMCs, two DTMCs model the generation of HPD and DENM
packets, and two DTMCs model their device-level packet queues. The priority
management is incorporated in the queue models such that a resultant queue is
connected with the next DTMC that models the transmission of these packets.
The dependencies among these DTMCs are appropriately modeled according to
Chapter 4, and illustrated in Figure 5.2. We obtain expressions for the steady
state probabilities of the DTMCs and solve them iteratively until convergence
is achieved. Upon convergence, the performance metrics are calculated using
the steady state probabilities, which act as the outputs. A similar procedure is
followed for the second CSR. It is not hard to see that the network performance
depends on the number of CSRs used by each vehicle, and how the data streams
are allocated among the CSRs. This is the main focus of the next section.

5.3 Allocation of Multiple CSRs to a Vehicle

Allocating multiple CSRs to a vehicle leads to two key fundamental questions.
Firstly, we need to ascertain a plausible value for nCSR. We assume nCSR  4

for simplicity, i.e., we assume that multiple CSRs are not allocated to a single
data stream. Secondly, given nCSR, we need to decide how the four parallel
data streams should be allocated among the nCSR CSRs. In this section, we
find solutions to these two questions based on the average delay, and present an
algorithm for multiple CSR allocation for a vehicle.
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Figure 5.2: A diagram illustrating the overall model for an example scenario
where nCSR = 2.

5.3.1 Determining the Number of CSRs

It is rather intuitive that nCSR is inversely proportional to N . Also, N has a
direct impact on the length of the selection window �, which is defined as the
maximum latency in ms [30], and should be set at either 20 ms, 50 ms or 100
ms according to the standard [86]. Increasing � increases the time gap between
two successive transmissions, which in turn leads to more radio resources for
the network. Thus, CSRtot is proportional to �, where CSRtot denotes the total
number of available CSRs in the selection window. The standard allows allocating
80% of these CSRs to the users. Thus, Nmax = 0.8CSRtot/nCSR, where Nmax is
the maximum number of users that can be handled simultaneously. With larger �
values, the system can support more users, but with a trade-off of a higher delay.
For a given N , we need to obtain nCSR, and then appropriately set � values for
each of these CSRs.

To this end, we resort to allocating the same � value across the multiple CSRs
allocated to a vehicle. This allocation can be justified as follows. Although differ-
ent � values are allocated across the multiple CSRs, the number of simultaneous
users the overall system can support is constrained by the shortest � value cur-
rently being used in the system. For example, consider a scenario where each
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vehicle uses 2 CSRs, and we allocate � =20 ms (Nmax = 400) for the first CSR
and � =50 ms (Nmax = 1000) for the second. It is not hard to see that the overall
system can only support 400 users. Thus, allocating different � values across
multiple CSRs is counter productive, and only leads to higher delay values at the
MAC layer.

The relationship between nCSR and Nmax for the three values of � is tabulated
in Table 5.1. We prefer shorter � values to reduce the average delay as shown
in Chapter 4, and higher values for nCSR to exploit higher degrees of freedom
(resources) for the allocation of the parallel data streams. Figure 5.3 illustrates
the selection of nCSR and �, when N increases from 1 to 2000. The methodology
associated with allocating multiple CSRs is presented using the solid red arrows,
and the dashed black arrows show the equivalent transitions when the vehicle
uses a single CSR as per the standard. The values inside the rectangles of the
pyramidal shapes depict the value of �, and the values inside the green colored
rectangles depict the maximum supported value of N , for each multiple CSR
configuration.

Table 5.1: The relationship between nCSR and Nmax for different values of �.

nCSR

Nmax

�=20 ms �=50 ms �=100 ms
1 400 1000 2000
2 200 500 1000
3 134 334 667
4 100 250 500

20 20 20 20

20 20 20

2020

20

50

50 100

50

1 CSR

2 CSR

3 CSR

4 CSR
100

134

400 1000 2000

1

2

3 4 5 6
200 500

1 2

Original
Proposed

0

Figure 5.3: The process of selecting nCSR and � with N .
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5.3.2 Allocating the Multi-priority Data Streams Among the CSRs

Having established nCSR and an appropriate value for � for a given N , we now
face the problem of allocating the multi-priority data streams among the CSRs.
We present the grouping options using Table 5.2. Let nG denote the index of the
grouping option. If nCSR = 1, we simply allocate all data streams to the single
CSR, as per the current standard, and we call this grouping option nG = 1. If
there are 4 CSRs, the grouping is again trivial, as we can allocate a separate CSR
for each data stream. Thus, we get nG = 15. The number of groups for the 2 and
3 CSR scenarios is based on the Stirling number of the second kind, thus there
are 7 and 6 grouping options for each scenario, respectively.

Table 5.2: Grouping options with associated generation parameters.

ncsr nG Generation Parameters for CSRs

1 CSR CSR1
1 �H , �D, �M , TC

2 CSRs

CSR 1 CSR 2
2 TC �H , �D, �M

3 �H �D, TC , �M

4 �D �H , TC , �M

5 �M �H , TC , �D

6 �H , TC �D, �M

7 �H , �M �D, TC

8 �H , �D TC , �M

3 CSRs

CSR 1 CSR 2 CSR 3
9 TC �H �D, �M

10 �H �D TC , �M

11 TC �M �H , �D

12 �D TC �H , �M

13 �D �M �H , TC

14 �H �M �D, TC

4 CSRs CSR 1 CSR 2 CSR 3 CSR 4
15 �H �D TC �M

We select the best grouping option n
?

G
for a given nCSR with respect to

the average delay. Let DnG,l be the average delay of the l-th data stream for
grouping option nG. These delay values can be calculated using the DTMC
models by appropriately setting the parameter combinations tabulated in Table
5.2 for A, as explained in reference to Figure 5.2. For example, the resulting
average delay values for grouping option nG = 2 are D2,C = davg,C(TC) and
D2,m = davg,m(�H ,�D,�M) for m 2 I \ {C}. The sum average delay for grouping
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option nG is written as
�DnG

=
X

l2I

wlDnG,l,

where wl, for l 2 I, denotes a weight for each data stream of interest. We set
wH > wD > wC > wM such that the priority management in the standard [32]
is incorporated in our selection, and we select the sum average delay minimizing
grouping option as the best one for a given nCSR. Our approach of allocating
multiple CSRs to a vehicle is formally presented through Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Multiple CSR Allocation for C-V2X Mode 4.
1: procedure nCSR & � allocation (N ,�H ,�D,�M ,TC)
2: � = 0, nCSR = 0 . Initialization
3: if 0 < N  100 ! nCSR = 4, � = 20 ms
4: else if 100 < N  134 ! nCSR = 3, � = 20 ms
5: else if 134 < N  200 ! nCSR = 2, � = 20 ms
6: else if 200 < N  400 ! nCSR = 1, � = 20 ms
7: else if 400 < N  500 ! nCSR = 2, � = 50 ms
8: else if 500 < N  1000 ! nCSR = 1, � = 50 ms
9: end if

10: BestGroup(nCSR,�,�H ,�D,�M ,TC)
11: end procedure
12: function BestGroup(nCSR,�,�H ,�D,�M ,TC)
13: best_group = 0 . Initialization
14: if (nCSR = 1)! n?

G
= 1

15: else if (nCSR = 2)! n?

G
= argmin

k2{2,...,8}
�Dk

16: else if (nCSR = 3)! n?

G
= argmin

k2{9,...,14}
�Dk

17: else if (nCSR = 4)! n?

G
= 15

18: end if
19: Return n?

G

20: end function

5.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

This section presents numerical results that highlight the performance of using
multiple CSRs by the vehicles according to Algorithm 1. The reference packet
formats of HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD are set according to [84,85]. HPD and
DENM packets are retransmitted at fixed intervals for added reliability [78] as
per the standard, and for the results, we have set the number of repetitions to 8
and 5 times, respectively. The candidate values for �m, where m 2 I \ {C}, are
set by being consistent with the example use case scenarios in [67] and TC is set
between 100 ms and 1 s according to standard [84]. We set wH = 0.4, wD = 0.3,
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wC = 0.2, and wM = 0.1 to extend the priority management in the standard [32]
into the grouping methodology.
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Table 5.3: The average delay reduction percentages with N for CAM and MHD packets.

The average delay reduction (%)
�H = �D = 0.1, �M = 1 packets/s �H = �D = 1, �M = 10 packets/s
TC = 100 ms TC = 500 ms TC = 100 ms TC = 500 msN nCSR

�
(ms)

n
?

G
CAM MHD n

?

G
CAM MHD n

?

G
CAM MHD n

?

G
CAM MHD

[0.100) 4 20 15 9.8 14.2 15 0.1 0.6 15 11.5 26.2 15 0.2 16.3
[100, 134) 3 20 11 9.8 14.2 14 0.04 0.6 11 11.5 26,2 14 0.13 16.3
[134, 200) 2 20 2 9.8 11.0 5 0.01 0.6 2 11.5 18.1 5 0.05 16.3
[200, 400) 1 20 1 - - 1 - - 1 - - 1 - -
[400, 500) 2 50 2 54.7 50.4 5 0.03 3.2 2 77.4 80.7 5 0.3 73.1
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5.4.1 Average Delay

Firstly, we present the results on the average delay. Fig 5.4 illustrates the average
delay behavior of CAM and MHD packets with N at �H = �D = 1, �M = 10

packets/s and TC = 100 ms. As shown in this figure, the average delay is mainly
sensitive to �, exhibiting a step-wise increase when � switches from a shorter to
a longer value, and constant with respect to N for fixed �. It was noticed that
delay gains for HPD and DENM were negligibly small due to their higher priority
levels, thus omitted in the results. The higher priority packets are served first
regardless of the number of CSRs, and hence, the gains are insignificant. It can
be seen that the average delay values can be maintained below 100 ms thanks to
the utilization of multiple CSRs. Further, results on the average delay reduction
percentages for CAM and MHD data streams relative to using a single CSR as
per the standard, are tabulated in Table 5.3.

Firstly, while focusing on less critical scenarios such as roadwork warnings and
safety function out of normal condition warnings, where the packet generation
rates are considerably lower (�D = 0.1 packets/s), we can observe clear gains of
utilizing multiple CSRs at each vehicle. The maximum average delay reduction
percentage for CAM is 54.7%, which is around 30 ms, and for MHD, it is 50.4%,
which is around 48.9 ms. We can expect the gains for MHD to increase further
at higher �M values. For example, if �M = 10, the gain is 69.2% which is 236
ms. While focusing on more critical scenarios, such as emergency electronic brake
lights and warnings from emergency vehicles that have higher packet generation
rates (�D = 1), we can observe very high gains for both CAM and MHD, i.e.,
a maximum delay reduction percentage of 77.4% (85 ms) and 80.7% (334 ms),
respectively, which can also be observed in the range N 2 [400, 500] in Figure 5.4.
Thus, the multiple CSR configurations can contribute considerably to alleviate
the issue of stale packets in low priority queues. In general, the results show that
the proposed method works favorably for both less critical and critical scenarios
when considering the average delay. Furthermore, it is useful when more frequent
location updates are required, which is achieved using CAM. This can be seen by
comparing the gains for TC = 100 ms with TC = 500 ms. Thus, the multiple CSR
configuration will be ideal for applications that require high CAM rates, which is
in the magnitude of 10 Hz according to the standard [67].

Moreover, based on the n
?

G
values, we can provide the following insights on

allocating the multiple CSRs among the data streams. For 2 CSR configurations,
it can be observed that allocating the periodic and event-triggered traffic for
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separate CSRs performs better when the CAM rate is high. On the other hand,
better delay-wise performance can be obtained by allocating a separate CSR for
MHD when the CAM rate is low. This eliminates the necessity of MHD packets
waiting till all higher priority queues are empty. For 3 CSR configurations, better
delay-wise performance can be obtained by allocating a CSR each for CAM and
MHD streams, and the other CSR for HPD and DENM streams, given that the
CAM rate is high. As the system considers both HPD and DENM packets to have
relatively higher priority, and hence transmits with minimum delay, allocating a
CSR each for these two data streams does not show an advantage in this scenario.
However, at lower CAM rates, we allocate a CSR each for MHD, HPD and
DENM streams, and CAM can be grouped with the data stream having the
lowest generation rate. In our results, we observe that the grouping was with
DENM as it has a lower effective rate compared to HPD due to the lower number
of packet repetitions.
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Figure 5.4: The behavior of average delay vs N at �H = �D = 1, �M = 10
packets/s, and TC = 100 ms.

5.4.2 Collision Probability and Channel Utilization

Although favorable in terms of delay, using multiple CSRs may lead to a trade-off
in terms of higher packet collisions. The variation of per CSR collision probability
for the single and multiple CSR configurations are illustrated in Figure 5.5. The
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collision probability increases exponentially with N . We can also observe that �
has a significant impact on the collision probability as the collision probability
reduces significantly when the value of � increases. This is thanks to the avail-
ability of more radio resources at higher � values as we experienced in Chapter
4.

When comparing the collision probabilities of the two configurations, it can
be seen that utilizing multiple CSRs lead to higher collision probability values in
0 < N  200 and 400 < N  500. This is due to the higher number of overlaps in
the selection windows when multiple CSRs are used as explained in [101]. There-
fore, there is a clear tradeoff of using multiple CSRs. However, it can be seen
from Figure 5.5 that the maximum increase in collision probability is approxi-
mately 0.6% (at N = 99)when compared to using a single CSR, which is rather
insignificant compared to the gains achieved on delay and priority management.

We already saw that the average delay increases with �, and in Section 5.3 we
showed that each � has its respective Nmax. We can increase the Nmax threshold
levels further if the standard allows allocating a higher percentage of available
CSRs to the users, i.e., increasing the 80% parameter in the SPS algorithm
stated in Section 5.3. In that case, allocating multiple CSRs may deem even
more favorable is terms of average delay. However, we can observe from Figure
5.5 that this change leads to an exponential increase in the collision probability.
Therefore, fine-tuning Nmax needs to be done only after carefully studying the
QoS requirements of the applications. The behavior of channel utilization with
N is shown in Figure 5.6. The figure clearly shows how the channel utilization
has been exploited in the ranges of 0 < N  200 and 400 < N  500 to achieve
the initial objectives.

We end the discussion by providing some insights on some implications of
the proposed method. Firstly, let us focus on the SPS algorithm. In the SPS
algorithm according the current standard, each vehicle is capable of tracking the
CSRs used by itself and the neighboring vehicles within the sensing window.
These identified CSRs are excluded when selecting a CSR for the subsequent
transmission. Using multiple CSRs at each vehicle will not bring about major
changes to how the SPS algorithm tracks CSRs used by neighboring vehicles.
However, the SPS algorithm needs to be slightly mortified to identify and ex-
clude the CSRs used within the target vehicle itself, to minimize the internal
collisions. The authors note that the proposed method may also cause changes
in the hardware setup as parallel transmission is required, but with the develop-
ments in multi-antenna technologies, handling the hardware implications seems
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practically feasible. Extensive details on hardware implications are beyond the
scope of this paper.
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Figure 5.5: The behavior of collision probability vs N at �H = �D = 1, �M = 10
packets/s, and TC = 100 ms.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter has focused on a vehicular network that utilizes C-V2X Mode 4 for
communication, and supports multi-priority data streams to fulfill varying QoS
constraints of ITS use cases. It has proposed increasing the channel utilization
of the network through the allocation of multiple CSRs at each vehicle, and
has studied its achievable performance gains at the MAC layer. The proposed
method has led to two fundamental questions, which are, how many CSRs should
be allocated to each vehicle, and how the multi-priority data streams should be
allocated among them. The number of CSRs at each vehicle has been ascertained
as a function of total number of neighboring vehicles for the target vehicle, and
a procedure has been introduced for allocating the multi-priority data streams
among them based on the average delay in the network. The results have shown
that using multiple CSRs at each vehicle can lead to significant gains in the
network in terms of average delay. In particular, the average delay of lower
priority data streams can be improved significantly by allocating them separate
CSRs, which ameliorates the risk of stale packets. As a trade-off, an increase
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Figure 5.6: The behavior of channel utilization vs N at �H = �D = 1, �M = 10
packets/s, and TC = 100 ms.

in the collision probability can be observed, but the performance loss is almost
insignificant compared to the delay gains.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusions

Unique characteristics of vehicular networks have introduced new implications,
and therefore, necessitate the enhancement or provision of new techniques to en-
sure fast, secure, and reliable vehicular communications. The connected vehicle
concept has become a mainstream reality, where vehicles equipped with commu-
nication modules are networked with their immediate surroundings. Connected
vehicles have become the third fastest-growing type of connected devices after
smartphones and tablets. Vehicular applications and communications technolo-
gies have collectively referred to as V2X, broadly classified into four different
types: V2V, V2I, V2N, and V2P. This thesis has studied two V2X communi-
cation technologies named IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X Mode 4, showing similar
characteristics such as distributed coordination. We have compared their MAC
layer performance with different application requirements and have proposed an
enhancement for the MAC layer performance of C-V2X Mode 4.

Firstly, we have studied the MAC layer performance of C-V2X Mode 4 and
IEEE 802.11p utilizing DTMCs, incorporating the generator and queue models for
CAM and DENM. We have utilized performance metrics such as the average de-
lay, collision probability, and channel utilization for the performance comparison.
The results have shown that the average delay of C-V2X Mode 4 is compara-
tively higher than IEEE 802.11p. On the other hand, the collision probability
of a vehicle communicating using C-V2X Mode 4 is lower than its counterpart.
The results have also shown that the average delay of C-V2X has a locally opti-
mal combination of CAM and DENM packet arrival rates, which can be utilized
to reduce delays in C-V2X further. Moreover, the DCC algorithm’s TRC tech-
nique can regulate the collision probability and the channel utilization of a vehicle
communicating using IEEE 802.11p.

Secondly, we have focused on the MAC layer performance of the two V2X com-
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munication enabling technologies in the presence of multi priority data streams
such as HPD, DENM, CAM, and MHD. We have modified the developed DTMC
for the MAC layer operation to support the multi-priority data streams. Espe-
cially, the EDCA mechanism model in IEEE 802.11p with different priority ACs.
We have extended CAM and DENM packet generators and queue models to
support all four types of packets by considering their characteristics. The steady-
state probabilities of the models have been utilized to derive expressions for key
performance indicators at the MAC layer, including the average delay, collision
probability, throughput, and the channel utilization. The results have firstly high-
lighted the importance of considering all four parallel data streams when studying
the MAC layer performance of the two technologies. Priority management has
been implemented successfully in both technologies. However, it can be seen
that IEEE 802.11p treats multi-priority data streams more fairly compared to its
counterpart, thanks to its inbuilt EDCA mechanism. IEEE 802.11p is also supe-
rior in average delay, but C-V2X Mode 4 exhibits better performance in terms of
collision resolution, leading to higher throughput values. Further insights have
been presented on the possible improvements of both technologies.

From the study of the MAC layer operation of C-V2X Mode 4 with multi-
priority data streams, we have observed that low priority data streams experience
higher average delay, causing a risk for stale packets in low priority queues. We
have proposed allocating multiple CSRs for each vehicle to solve this problem
at the expense of increased channel utilization in the system. The proposed
method has led to two fundamental questions, which are, how many CSRs should
be allocated to each vehicle, and how the multi-priority data streams should
be allocated among them. We have proposed an algorithm to be implemented
in the vehicles for CSR allocation and distributing the multiple data streams
among the CSRs. The results have shown that using multiple CSRs at each
vehicle can lead to significant gains in the network in terms of average delay.
In particular, the average delay of lower priority data streams can be improved
significantly by allocating them separate CSRs, which reduces the risk of stale
packets. As a trade-off, an increase in the collision probability can be observed,
but the performance loss is almost insignificant compared to the delay gains.

6.2 Future Work

Before concluding this thesis, we will briefly present some ideas which will moti-
vate future studies on this topic.
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6.2.1 Modeling the IEEE 802.11bd MAC Layer Performance by Using
DTMCs

During the evolution of IEEE 802.11p, priority was given to developing a vehic-
ular communication standard that assisted vehicular safety, proper traffic man-
agement, and other value-added applications, such as vehicular diagnostics and
parking. The requirements specified for 802.11p were to support relative speeds
up to 200 km/h, the latency of around 100 m, and a transmission range of up to
1000 m.

Assuming that 802.11p was developed about two decades ago, advanced PHY
and MAC techniques introduced in 802.11n/ac/ax can be influenced to enhance
802.11p. With this goal, the IEEE 802.11 next-generation V2X study group was
created in March 2018. After an initial feasibility study, the IEEE 802.11bd task
group was formed in January 2019. The primary design goals of 802.11bd contain
supporting the following [104].

• Achieving twice the MAC throughput of 802.11p with relative velocities up
to 500 km/h.

• Achieving twice the communication range of 802.11p.

• Vehicle positioning in affiliation with V2X communications.

• Backward compatibility features with IEEE 802.11p.

A similar modeling procedure presented in this thesis can be carried out in
the future for IEEE 802.11bd to quantify the performance enhancement from the
evolved standard.

6.2.2 Modeling the NR-V2X MAC Layer Performance by Using DTMCs

The NR V2X study Item [105] implies that the design goals of NR V2X are not to
replace C-V2X, but to supplement C-V2X in supporting particular use cases that
C-V2X cannot support. Since C-V2X is already standardized and commercial
deployments are underway, C-V2X and NR V2X might likely coexist in the same
geographical area, where newer vehicles will have C-V2X and NR V2X abilities.
Under such events, use cases that can be supported reliably by using C-V2X use
C-V2X procedures, while the remaining use cases use NR V2X procedures [105].
However, to guarantee that NR V2X can deliver unified support for every V2X
application in the future, NR V2X must be competent in supporting not only
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advanced V2X applications, but also basic safety applications that are backed by
current C-V2X.

NR V2X is designed to support V2X applications with differing degrees of la-
tency, reliability, and throughput conditions. Some require transmitting periodic
messages from these use cases, while many NR V2X use cases are based on reliable
delivery of event-driven messages. Furthermore, some scenarios require utilizing
broadcast packets, while others, such as vehicle platooning, require transmitting
packets only to a specific subset of vehicles to increase efficiency. In some scenar-
ios, 3GPP notices benefits in transmitting packets to only a single vehicle [106].
Therefore, two new communication types, unicast and groupcast, will be intro-
duced in NR V2X to support such scenarios. Similarly, in IEEE 802.11bd, NR
V2X also considers the use of mmWave bands for V2X applications, particularly
for applications that require a short-range and significant throughput.
The NR V2X Study Item outlines its following objectives.

• Enhanced sidelink and Uu design: Re-design sidelink and Uu procedures in
order to support advanced V2X applications.

• Uu Identify enhancements for configuration of sidelink resources using the
NR Uu interface.

• Study mechanisms to identify the best interface (among LTE sidelink, NR
sidelink, LTE Uu and NR Uu) for given V2X message transmission.

• Study solutions that meet the QoS requirements of different radio interfaces.

• Feasibility study and technical solutions for the coexistence of C-V2X and
NR V2X within a single device, also referred to as in-device coexistence.

A similar modeling procedure presented in this thesis can be carried out in the
future for NR-V2X to quantify the performance enhancement from the evolved
standard.

6.2.3 Enhance the DTMC model by taking in to account the real
sensing mechanism.

In the DTMC model, the real sensing mechanism is not considered since we need
to consider received power. Therefore, the impact of relative distance, exposed
terminals, and hidden terminals are omitted in the current models, and only MAC
layer performance is modeled. However, suppose we integrate the physical layer
performance into this DTMC model. In that case, we can investigate the effect
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of the real sensing mechanism and catch the impact of relative distance, exposed,
and hidden terminals into the composite model.
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